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Outline and research target
White dwarfs are fossil stars that can encode valuable information about the
formation, evolution and other properties of the different Galactic stellar populations.
They are the direct descendants of main-sequence stars with masses ranging from
∼ 0.8M⊙ to ∼ 10M⊙, which means that over 95% of the stars in our Galaxy will
eventually become white dwarfs. This fact, correlated with the excellent quality of
modern white dwarf cooling models, clearly marks their potential as cosmic clocks
for estimating the ages of Galactic stellar populations, as well as place white dwarfs
as privileged objects in understanding several actual astrophysical problems.
Stellar population synthesis methods (Tinsley, 1968) use theoretical evolutionary
sequences to reproduce luminosities, temperatures and other parameters building
up to a synthetic population that can be readily compared to an observed sample
of stars. Such techniques are perfect for the study of the different white dwarf
populations in our Galaxy and their strength has only grown in recent years, fueled
both by improved evolutionary sequences and detailed cooling tracks and also by the
ever growing samples of white dwarfs identified through modern survey missions. In
particular, the work presented in this thesis uses an updated population synthesis
code based on previous versions of the code from our group (Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 1999;
Torres et al., 2002; Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 2004; Torres et al., 2005; Camacho et al.,
2014). Our synthetic population code, based on Monte Carlo statistical techniques,
has been extensively used in the study of the disk (Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 1999; Torres
et al., 2001; Torres & Garc´ıa-Berro, 2016) and halo (Torres et al., 2002; Garc´ıa-Berro
et al., 2004) single white-dwarf population, white dwarf plus main sequence stars
(Camacho et al., 2014) , as well as open clusters such as NGC 6791 (Garc´ıa-Berro
et al., 2010; Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 2011) or globular clusters, as 47 Tuc (Garc´ıa-Berro
et al., 2014).
In this thesis we investigate different properties of single and binary white dwarf
populations in the Galactic disk and halo. We first study the effect of progenitor
metallicity on the thin disk white dwarf luminosity function. Stellar metallicity is
an important parameter in computing both main-sequence evolutionary sequences
and white dwarf cooling tracks. At the same, studies of the metallicity distribution
function for the Galactic disk have shown that both high and low-metallicity stars
can be found throughout the entire mass range, although a clear dependence between
vi Outline and research target
age and metallicity has yet to be proven and more recent findings actually show little
correlation. With this in mind, we test two different age-metallicity relations, one
assuming a Gaussian distribution of metallicity around the Solar value, the other one
a decreasing relation between age and metallicity. We take into account the influence
of metallicity on both main sequence lifetimes and white dwarf stellar parameters.
Finally, we compute the theoretical white dwarf luminosity function applying the
observational selection criteria of two different surveys, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) and the Supercosmos Sky Survey (SSS).
Next, we compute the white dwarf luminosity, mass and cumulative age functions
derived from a sample of DA white dwarfs obtained from the LAMOST Spectroscopic
Survey of the Galactic anti-center (LSS-GAC). We also derive the local space density
and the formation rate for DA white dwarf. Given that both the observed mass
distribution obtained from this sample and that derived from the local sample of
white dwarfs present an apparent excess of massive white dwarfs, we investigate the
possibility of accounting for this excess by reproducing the white dwarf population of
the thin disk under different sets of initial assumptions, accounting also for selection
criteria and observational biases.
Another issue that we investigate is the robustness of the halo white dwarf lu-
minosity function employing different models for the initial mass function, density
profile and stellar formation history. We also analyze if the white dwarf luminosity
function can be used as a means to discriminate the role played by residual hydro-
gen burning in the atmospheres of low-mass white dwarfs. This process is known
to become a significant source of energy for white dwarfs descending from very low-
metallicity progenitors, such as those that characterize the Galactic halo population.
Lastly, we simulate the white dwarf-main sequence (WD+MS) binary population
of the Galactic disk and compare it to the parameter distributions from the largest
and most recent WD+MS catalog derived from the SDSS (Rebassa-Mansergas et al.,
2016b). We not only reproduce the selection criteria, but we also account for spec-
troscopic completeness, observational errors and other biases that affect the sample.
We use the observed population as a benchmark for constraining several important
physical quantities specific to binary evolution, such as the initial mass ratio distri-
bution and also the common envelope parametrization.
This thesis is based on three published papers, Cojocaru et al. (2014), Rebassa-
Mansergas et al. (2015) and Cojocaru et al. (2015) and another work in preparation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: white dwarfs as
galactic probes
1.1 The discovery of white dwarfs and early theoretical
progress
The first white dwarf star ever discovered was 40 Eridani B, observed in 1783
by W. Herschel as part of a white dwarf-main sequence binary in a triple star sys-
tem (Herschel, 1785). Next, Sirius B and Procyon B were discovered as unseen
companions of much brighter main sequence stars in binary systems (Bessel, 1844).
Nearly a century later, it became evident that these objects were at the very
least peculiar. In 1914, 40 Eridani B was determined to be of spectral type A0,
which first seemed to be at odds with its dim apparent magnitude. When Russell
(1914) released one of the first representation of a Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram,
containing over 200 objects, it was already apparent that 40 Eridani B was located in
a completely different region in the diagram, in the lower left corner, as a consequence
of its low luminosity and high temperature.
Soon after, in 1915, spectral measurements of Sirius B (Adams, 1915) showed
it to be a hot, blue-white star, similar to 40 Eridani B, rather than cool and red
as expected. In fact, using a temperature of 8, 000K based on an F0 spectral type
(which he himself stated as a lower limit estimate) and a mass of 0.85M⊙ obtained
from its orbital motion, Eddington (1926) computed that the radius of Sirius B was
only three times that of our Earth, thus implying a very large density (∼ 6 × 104
g/cm3) and surface gravity (∼ 3×107 cm/s2). As a comment, present-day estimates
of the temperature of Sirius B provide a value of ∼ 25, 000 K (Liebert et al., 2005b),
yielding a much smaller radius of 0.0084R⊙ (Holberg et al., 1998) and an ever higher
average density (∼ 2.4× 106 g/cm3) and surface gravity (∼ 4× 108 cm/s2).
These findings were initially considered suspicious, but soon came to be accepted,
as more such objects were discovered. The term “white dwarf” was coined by Luyten
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(1922), being later popularized by A. S. Eddington. By the 1950s, over a hundred
white dwarfs were known (Luyten, 1950). By 1999, over 2,000 had been discovered
(McCook & Sion, 1999) and, to date, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) has found
over 19,000 white dwarf stars (Kleinman et al., 2013).
However, the enigma posed by the high density found for white dwarfs could
not be unraveled immediately, not until the further development of quantum me-
chanics. Thus, white dwarfs became one of the first tests for quantum theory and
proof for Pauli’s exclusion principle: degenerate electrons being the source for in-
ternal pressure that holds a white dwarf together, preventing gravitational collapse
(Fowler, 1926). Further studies by Anderson (1929), Chandrasekhar (1931), and
Chandrasekhar (1933) provided an inverse relationship between white dwarf radius
and mass, R ∼ M−1/3. This relation results in the existence of a limiting mass for
non-rotating white dwarfs, known as the Chandrasekhar mass (MCh ≈ 1.4M⊙), at
which gravitational forces surpass degenerate electron pressure and the star becomes
unstable.
It was Mestel (1952) who presented the first accurate white dwarf cooling model,
in which the white dwarf consists of an isothermal core of electron-degenerate matter
(which represents more than 99% of the mass), surrounded by a very thin atmosphere
composed of hydrogen and/or helium. The stored residual heat within the core is
slowly released through a flux regulated by the atmospheric layers. Mestel’s model
was a good enough approximation for white dwarfs of intermediate luminosities (L ∼
10−3 L⊙). Despite the fact that it required many improvements (see Section 1.2.4),
it could be applied to a wide range of white dwarf temperatures.
Later that decade, Schmidt (1959) was the first to recognize that the coolest white
dwarfs could help to constraint the age and stellar formation rate of the Galaxy, al-
though the low number of detected white dwarfs at that time severely limited the
effort. In the same way, Greenstein (1971) suggested that there is a discrepancy
between the number of cool white dwarfs that were detected as compared to the-
oretical expectations. The Mestel cooling law predicts that the number of white
dwarfs should rise monotonically as luminosity decreases. However, today we know
that the scarcity of very cool white dwarfs is due to the finite age of the Galaxy,
clearly indicating the potential of white dwarfs as cosmic clocks.
During the 80’s the Palomar-Green Survey (Fleming et al., 1986) was used to cull
a magnitude-limited sample of hot white dwarfs from which the hot end of the first
estimate of the full white dwarf luminosity function (that is, the number density of
white dwarfs as a function of their luminosity) was constructed (Winget et al., 1987;
Liebert et al., 1988). The cooler white dwarfs that were used to compute the peak
and cut-off for this luminosity function came from the Luyten Half-Second proper
motioncatalog and the number counts were corrected for completeness corrected
using the Schmidt’s 1/Vmax estimator (Schmidt, 1968, 1975). After this, the white
dwarf luminosity function (see also Section 1.5) proved to be a successful tool for the
study of many of the properties of our Galaxy. In particular, white dwarfs have been
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employed to estimate the ages of a variety of Galactic stellar populations, such as the
Galactic disk (Winget et al., 1987; Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 1988) and halo (Mochkovitch
et al., 1990; Isern et al., 1998) or the system of Galactic globular (Kalirai et al.,
2001; Hansen et al., 2002, 2013) and open clusters – e.g., Garc´ıa-Berro et al. 2010
or Jeffery et al. 2011 – as well as its star formation history (Noh & Scalo, 1990;
Diaz-Pinto et al., 1994; Isern et al., 1995).
1.2 General properties of white dwarfs
1.2.1 White dwarfs and stellar evolution
White dwarfs are the final evolutionary stage of low- and intermediate-mass main-
sequence stars with masses up to 10 ± 2M⊙ (Ritossa et al., 1999; Siess, 2007). For
a lower limit to the progenitor mass, considering a 13.8 Gyr age for the universe
(Planck Collaboration et al., in press 2016), it is easy to show that only single main-
sequence stars with masses larger than 0.8M⊙ have had enough time to become
white dwarfs, with a lower white dwarf mass limit of roughly 0.5M⊙ (for a more
precise analysis of main-sequence lifetimes, one must also take into account stellar
metallicity). However, when considering mass transfer in close-binary systems (see
Section 1.3), this limit drops considerably, up to extremely low mass (ELM) white
dwarfs, with masses MWD < 0.25M⊙.
As previously mentioned, the generally accepted upper mass limit for non-rotating
stable white dwarfs is the Chandrasekar mass, MCh =∼ 1.4M⊙. But, when consid-
ering rotating white dwarfs, the maximum mass value can increase to 1.48M⊙ for
uniformly rotating stars (Anand, 1968). However, this limit depends on the distribu-
tion of angular momentum within the star and other issues related to the dynamical
stability (Durisen, 1975). In this sense, some theoretical works claim that overlumi-
nous (peculiar) supernovae type Ia can be used to set a ∼ 2.58M⊙ upper mass limit
to Super-Chandrasekar white dwarfs with very strong magnetic fields that accrete
mass from their binary companions (Das & Mukhopadhyay, 2013).
From the evolutionary viewpoint, the progenitor of a typical (hydrogen-rich at-
mosphere, carbon-oxygen core) white dwarf star goes through a series of stages. First
of all, the main sequence phase, in which central hydrogen is burned. The duration of
this phase, that can be of the order of a few Gyr, is intimately related to the progen-
itor mass and metallicity. Afterwards, a red giant phase in which helium is burned
in the core of the star, building the carbon-oxygen core of the future white dwarf.
Once the helium core is practically exhausted, the star moves on to the asymptothic
giant branch (AGB), which is characterized by unstable helium burning in the shell
which leads to recurrent thermal instabilities (pulses). During this phase the mass
of the core increases significantly, and most of the remaining hydrogen envelope is
ejected through strong mas-loss episodes. A hydrogen envelope of ∼ 10−3M⊙ is
left, and the star forms a planetary nebulae. The central nucleus of the planetary
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nebula is characterized by high luminosities and high effective temperatures. When
the hydrogen envelope becomes smaller than ∼ 10−4M⊙, nuclear energy generation
practically ceases, surface luminosity rapidly decreases and the star begins its cool-
ing process (slow radiation of stored gravothermal energy) as a white dwarf – for a
more extended description, see Althaus et al. (2010a).
As later explained in Section 1.2.3, some white dwarf stars are hydrogen defi-
cient, having nearly completely lost their outer hydrogen envelope. This is usually
explained through the “born-again” scenario, which consists in the occurrence of one
last, very late, helium thermal pulse, after hydrogen burning has almost ceased, as
the star leaves the AGB and enters the cooling phase (Fujimoto, 1977; Iben et al.,
1983; Althaus et al., 2005b). As a result, almost all the remaining hydrogen envelope
is violently burned in an outward-expanding convection zone fueled by the helium
flash (Herwig et al., 1999; Miller Bertolami et al., 2006).
1.2.2 The white dwarf mass distribution
The single white dwarf mass distribution (Liebert et al., 2005a; Kepler et al.,
2007) can provide us with hints about white dwarf formation channels, core compo-
sitions and evolution. This distribution has three striking features (see Figure 1.1).
The first and most obvious is the clear peak at ∼ 0.6M⊙ (Kepler et al., 2007), in-
dicating that typical, carbon-oxygen white dwarfs cluster within a relatively narrow
mass range, from 0.45 to 1.1M⊙.
The next noticeable feature of the mass distribution is a long tail extending
towards high mass values. These are the descendants of more massive main sequence
stars, with masses up to 8−10M⊙, which, due to the exponentially decreasing shape
of the initial mass function (Kroupa, 2001), are far less numerous. The extreme
region of this tail (MWD > 1.1M⊙) is populated by white dwarfs with oxygen-neon
(ONe) cores.
Lastly, one can also notice that the mass distribution also extends towards lower
white dwarf mass values, up to 0.2 − 0.3M⊙, consisting of helium (He) core white
dwarfs (MWD < 0.45M⊙). It is unlikely that such low mass white dwarfs come from
single stellar evolution, because that would need exceedingly large ages, incompatible
with overall age estimates for stellar populations. Thus, most likely, such objects are
the product of binary evolution. This is even more apparent when considering the
mass distribution of white dwarfs that are part of post-common envelope binaries
(PCEBs), where a secondary peak located at ∼ 0.4M⊙ can be clearly observed
(Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2011).
1.2.3 White dwarf atmospheres and spectroscopic classification
White dwarf atmospheres can be roughly divided into two categories: hydrogen-
rich or hydrogen-deficient (helium dominated). Observations show that the vast
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Figure 1.1: Normalized observational white dwarf mass distributions from Rebassa-
Mansergas et al. (2011) for field white dwarfs – gray histogram – and for post common
envelope binaries (PCEBs) – dashed histogram.
majority – ∼ 85% (Kleinman et al., 2013) – of white dwarfs have hydrogen atmo-
spheres, of which ∼ 70% have pure hydrogen atmospheres (Koester et al., 2014).
The reason for this is the strong gravitational field of white dwarfs. For this reason
heavier elements sink to the bottom of the thin, but very opaque, visible layers. In
the case of helium atmospheres, the outer hydrogen envelope has been lost, reveal-
ing the inner helium buffer. Still, more than one fourth of white dwarf stars show
trace metals in their atmospheres. For hot white dwarfs, this can originate from the
progenitor star in cases where gravitational levitation exceeds gravitational settling
(Chayer et al., 1994; Barstow et al., 2003), or it can be a sign of binarity (heavy
elements accreted from a companion during Roche love overflow or wind capture)
or, for cool single white dwarfs, it can be attributed to contamination from the inter-
stellar medium – namely gas, dust, and material accreted from disrupted asteroids
or rocky planetesimals. For a detailed discussion of this issue see, e.g. Koester et al.
(2005), Jura (2008), Dufour et al. (2010), and Farihi et al. (2010).
Sion et al. (1983) devised the current classification system of white dwarfs ac-
cording to their spectral features. This classification is illustrated in Table 1.1 –
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Primary class Atmospheric and spectral characteristics, Teff range
DA H-rich; only Balmer lines, no He I or metals present
DB H-deficient; He I (neutral) lines, no H; 11, 000− 30, 000 K
DO H-deficient; strong He II (ionized) lines, He I or H present;
45, 000− 200, 000 K
DZ Only metal lines, no H or He present; < 11, 000 K
DQ Carbon features (either atomic or molecular); < 11, 000 K
DC Continuous spectrum, no lines deeper than 5%; < 11, 000 K
DX Unclasifiable spectrum
Extended classes
DAB Mixed H-He; strong He I lines, weak H
DAO Mixed H-He; H present, He II weak
DAZ H-rich, metals present
DBZ H-deficient, metals present
Additional symbols
P Magnetic white dwarfs with detectable polarization
H Magnetic white dwarfs with no detectable polarization
E Emission lines present
d Debris disk
V Optical symbol for variable stars
PEC Spectral peculiarities
Table 1.1: Spectral classification system for white dwarf atmospheric content and spectral
characteristics, including also effective temperature ranges; compiled from Sion et al. (1983);
McCook & Sion (1999); Althaus et al. (2010a)
compiled from Sion et al. (1983), McCook & Sion (1999) and Althaus et al. (2010a)
– which includes primary and extended spectral types for white dwarfs, along with
some additional feature markers. All white dwarf spectral classes start with the up-
percase letter D, which stands for degenerate star, followed by one or more letters.
The first letter indicates the main spectral features and the following symbols indi-
cate weaker features (extended spectral types) and/or additional attributes. Pure
hydrogen atmosphere white dwarfs are DA type, whereas those with pure helium
atmosphere are DB type for effective temperatures larger than 11, 000 K. Below this
limit, helium-dominated atmosphere white dwarfs are divided between classes DC,
DQ and DZ. The letter Z stands for trace metals detected in the spectrum, thus also
resulting the extended classes DAZ and DBZ.
White dwarfs can be observed within a broad range of luminosities, from 10−5 L⊙
to 103 L⊙ (Althaus et al., 2010a), and effective temperatures, from 4, 000 to 200, 000K
(Werner & Rauch, 2015). Although there is no strict correspondence between white
dwarf spectra and effective temperature, interesting correlations exist, such as the
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so called “DB gap” between 30, 000 and 45, 000K and the “non-DA gap” between
5, 000 and 6, 000K (Bergeron et al., 1997). The word “gap” here should not be
interpreted as a complete lack of, but rather a relative scarcity of DB or non-DA
objects in these ranges (Eisenstein et al., 2006b), especially given that Kleinman
et al. (2013) do find several DB white dwarfs with effective temperatures above
30, 000K. They also showed that relatively hot (Teff > 10, 000 K) DA and DB white
dwarfs have a noticeably different distribution, with DBs mostly clustering between
12, 000 − 18, 000K whereas the number of DA white dwarfs just steadily decreases
with temperature. Also, Tremblay & Bergeron (2008) showed that there is a relative
increase in the ratio of non-DA over DA white dwarfs in the 6, 000−10, 000K range.
These correlations can be seen as empiric arguments in favor of spectral evolution,
given that the surface composition of the white dwarf may vary during its evolu-
tion as a result of convection, accretion, mass-loss episodes, radiative levitation, and
gravitational settling (Althaus et al., 2010a).
Generally, stellar parameters (effective temperature, surface gravity, chemical
abundances) are obtained either from spectroscopic or photometric measurements.
This is done by comparing the observed and synthetic spectra. Such theoretical
spectra are computed from a white dwarf model atmosphere by introducing a set
of input element abundances, an effective temperature value and a s urface gravity.
The model atmosphere is constructed based on a series of physical assumptions:
1) Homogeneous plane parallel layers. This is equivalent to considering
the depth of the atmosphere to be much smaller than the radius of
the star. Thus all matter quantities depend only on the height in
radial direction.
2) Hydrostatic equilibrium, so the gradient of the gas pressure is in
equilibrium with the gravitational attraction.
3) Radiative and convective equilibrium. This means that no energy
is either produced or lost within the atmosphere. Thus, it only is
transported from within the interior towards the atmosphere.
4) Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). Equivalently, matter in
each layer is considered to be in thermal equilibrium state corre-
sponding to the local temperature of that layer. This assumption
is not valid for hot and very hot stars, where non-LTE modelling
being required for these cases, see Koester (2010) for further details.
1.2.4 Internal structure and cooling
A typical white dwarf star can be imagined as a stratified object, consisting of a
dense core and two outer layers. The core contains most of the mass of the star and
is usually composed of carbon and oxygen (CO), the end-products of He burning
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(triple-α reaction). It is surrounded by a thin (0.01M⊙ ) He-rich buffer and an even
thinner outer H-rich envelope (∼ 10−4M⊙). The outer layers, although very thin,
are very opaque, being crucial in regulating the release of gravothermal energy, and
thus govern white dwarf cooling.
White dwarf cooling is a well understood and relatively simple process, which in a
first approximation can be described by the Mestel law (Mestel, 1952). This model is
based on the assumption that the core is an ideal fully degenerate gas, surrounded by
a non-degenerate opaque radiative envelope. These assumptions are reasonable and,
moreover, they are representative of the behavior of actual white dwarfs at inter-
mediate luminosities. Better results can be obtained using modified Mestel cooling
models, that take into account Coulomb interactions and Debye cooling (Shaviv
& Kovetz, 1976), crystallization and chemical differentiation upon crystallization
(Mochkovitch, 1983; Isern et al., 1997), or convection and mixing episodes (Fontaine
et al., 2001). However, modern cooling sequences must tackle other sensitive issues.
Among them are crucial the simultaneous treatment of thermal and hydrostatic evo-
lution, implementing additional energy sources and sinks apart from thermal energy,
non-isothermal treatment of the core (especially for hot white dwarfs), changes in
chemical composition of the star during evolution due to convective mixing, radiative
diffusion processes, residual nuclear reactions, and accretion – we refer to Althaus
et al. (2010a) for an in depth discussion of all these issues.
The level of accuracy and sophistication of currently available cooling sequences
has considerably improved during the last decade, and modern evolutionary se-
quences include a detailed treatment of atmospheres (Rohrmann et al., 2012), as
well as an accurate treatment of all the sinks and sources of energy in the deep in-
terior of white dwarfs (Isern et al., 1997, 2000). Here we mention neutrino emission,
22Ne diffusion in the liquid phase (Isern et al., 1991; Althaus et al., 2010b), and
phase separation of the carbon-oxygen binary mixture upon crystallization (Segre-
tain et al., 1994). The high level of detail involved in modern cooling sequences
is also worht emphasizing. Additionally, it should be also mentioned the excellent
agreement between currently available cooling tracks computed using different stellar
evolutionary codes, which is even better than that found when comparing between
different main-sequence evolutionary sequences – for a detailed discussion on this
topic, see Salaris et al. 2013, and for a practical example, see Cojocaru et al. 2014).
1.2.5 Metallicity
In astronomical terms metallicity (Z) refers to the fraction of a the mass of a
star that is composed by elements other than hydrogen or helium, generalized as
“metals”. Thus, in terms of spectroscopy, the composition of a star can be defined
by three parameters, X (the fraction of hydrogen), Y (the fraction of helium) and Z
(the fraction of metals). In many cases, the overall metallicity cannot be measured
directly, however observers can measure the iron-content of the star from iron emis-
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sion lines, then employ models to estimate the total metallicity. The iron content of
the star, [Fe/H], is defined relative to the Solar value as follows:
[Fe/H] = log10
(
NFe
NH
)
star
− log10
(
NFe
NH
)
⊙
(1.1)
where NFe and NH are the number of iron and hydrogen atoms per volume unit.
This concept can be related to that of metallicity (Z) through the following equation
(Tantalo & Chiosi, 2004):
[Fe/H] = log10
(
Zstar
Z⊙
)
− log10
(
Xstar
X⊙
)
− Γ (1.2)
where the enhancement parameter Γ is assumed to be 0 for solar-scaled mixture.
Besides, the second term is usually two orders of magnitude smaller than the first
and hence negligible in a first approximation, the relationship can be simplified to:
Z = Z⊙10
[Fe/H] (1.3)
Our Sun has a metallicity Z⊙ = 0.0134 (Asplund et al., 2009) and [Fe/H]⊙ = 0,
whereas metal-poor stars have lower Z values and negative [Fe/H] and metal-rich
stars have higher Z values and positive [Fe/H]. Several studies of main-sequence stars
in both galactic and globular clusters have shown that metal-rich stars tend to be
younger when compared to metal-poor stars (Carroll & Ostlie, 2007), thus suggesting
the existence of an age-metallicity relationship (AMR). The classical works of Twarog
(1980) and Meusinger et al. (1991) found a descending AMR as a function of the age
for the galactic disk in the Solar vicinity. However, modern studies show an overall
lack of correlation between age and metallicity and a large scatter (Casagrande et al.,
2011; Haywood et al., 2013; Bergemann et al., 2014; Rebassa-Mansergas et al., in
press 2016).
As previously discussed in Section 1.2.3, most white dwarf atmospheres do not
have spectroscopic features of metals, because heavier elements sink below the atmo-
sphere due to gravitational settling in a relatively short time span as compared to the
lifetime of the star (for TWD < 25, 000K). Given the high opacity of the atmosphere,
only the photosphere can be probed spectroscopically and the bulk metal content is
difficult to measure. Because of this, it is hard to infer the progenitor metallicity di-
rectly from the white dwarf. However, when the white dwarf is a member of a white
dwarf-main sequence binary, the white dwarf can provide accurate age estimates and
the metallicity of the companion main sequence star can be measured, offering a new
way to probe the AMR (Zhao et al., 2011; Rebassa-Mansergas et al., in press 2016).
Progenitor metallicity is a factor of paramount importance in white dwarf cooling.
As shown by Isern et al. (1991), Garc´ıa-Berro et al. (2010) and Althaus et al. (2010b),
the evolution of white dwarfs with high-metallicity progenitors is strongly modified
by the energy released from 22Ne sedimentation, which significantly delays their
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cooling. Also, for white dwarfs with progenitors with low and very low metallicity,
residual hydrogen burning can play an important role at ∼ 107 − 109 yr in the
cooling phase, whereas for white dwarfs resulting from Solar metallicity progenitors
this process is almost negligible (Renedo et al., 2010; Miller Bertolami et al., 2013).
1.3 White dwarfs in binary systems
As previously explained in Section 1.2.2, white dwarfs with masses below 0.45M⊙
are thought to be helium-core white dwarfs, originating from progenitors that did
not go through the core helium burning phase before losing their envelope (Althaus
et al., 2001). Although Han et al. (1994) presents an alternative scenario to the
formation of helium core white dwarfs from Population I progenitors that could
eject their envelopes already on the first red giant branch, it is widely accepted
today that helium-core white dwarfs are most likely the product of binary evolution,
rather than being originated by single stellar evolution. This is due to the very long
evolutionary timescales in the context of single stellar evolution (Laughlin et al.,
1997). Also, there is now abundant evidence of low-mass white dwarfs that are
found in close binary systems (Marsh et al., 1995; Liebert et al., 2005a; Rebassa-
Mansergas et al., 2011), originating from a progenitor that has lost its envelope due
to the interaction with a companion, most likely through common envelope evolution.
On the other hand, several recent papers (Giammichele et al., 2012; Limoges et al.,
2015; Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2015) have reported a secondary peak in the (single)
white dwarf mass distribution locate at higher masses (0.8− 1M⊙), and it has been
suggested that this slight overabundance of high mass white dwarfs might originate
from double degenerate mergers.
In wide binaries the white dwarf can form much in the same way as it would
in single stellar evolution. This property can be exploited to determine the relation
between the mass of the white dwarf and that of its progenitor star, which is called the
initial-final mass relation (IFMR). The IMFR can also be obtained, for instance, in a
semi-empirical way by using open star clusters, which allow to measure both the total
age and the metallicity of the binary system present in the cluster (Williams et al.,
2004; Kalirai et al., 2005). The stellar parameters (effective temperatures and surface
gravities) of the white dwarfs are measured, then the white dwarf masses and cooling
ages are inferred using white dwarf cooling tracks. Provided that the members of the
binary system are coeval, the corresponding main-sequence lifetimes are obtained by
subtracting the cooling time from the cluster age. Finally, the progenitor masses
are computed by employing evolutionary models for main-sequence stars. Recent
determinations of the IFMR are those of Catala´n et al. (2008), Williams et al. (2009),
Gesicki et al. (2014) (for the Galactic bulge) and Cummings et al. (2016).
By contrast, in close binaries at least one common envelope episode takes place.
A common envelope (Paczynski, 1976; Iben & Livio, 1993; Webbink, 2008) event oc-
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curs when the orbital separation between the two components of the binary quickly
decreases when one of the stars expands rapidly. Mass transfer is initiated when the
donor star fills it Roche lobe and overflows it, causing the orbit to further shrink,
starting a process of dynamically unstable mass transfer. If the accretor cannot ac-
cept all the overflowing material, a common envelope is formed, engulfing the two
components of the pair , that is both the core of the donor and the accreting star.
As the binary spirals-in, its orbital energy (although other sources and sinks can
be considered) is deposited in the envelope, leading to its expansion due to heating
and eventually to its ejection or to a merger event. If the envelope is expelled, the
remaining binary will have a significantly reduced orbital separation. This entire
process is not very well understood, thus a simple parametrization is usually em-
ployed, and the free parameters are tuned to match observations. For an in depth
discussion of the common envelope phase, we refer to Ivanova et al. (2013).
White dwarfs in close binaries are of great observational and theoretical inter-
est. In particular, binaries consisting of a white dwarf with an M dwarf companion
are relatively numerous and encode important information about the underlying
properties of the galaxies or the subtleties of binary evolution (see Chapter 6), while
binaries composed by a white dwarf and a F/G/K main sequence star or of two white
dwarfs are candidates for the single and, respectively, double degenerate progenitor
scenarios for type Ia supernovae – see Maoz et al. (2014) for a recent review.
1.4 The white dwarf populations in our Galaxy
Within the cold dark matter paradigm (Davis et al., 1985), the formation of the
Milky Way can be understood as the result of hierarchical accretion (Kauffmann &
Haehnelt, 2000), a process of continuous clustering and merging over billions of years
that has determined the current shape and structure of our Galaxy. Consequently,
different Galactic components can be identified, having formed at different stages
of the accretion process. To keep this picture as simple as possible – see Haywood
(2014); Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard (2016) for a more complete description – most of
the stellar mass in the Milky Way resides in a double (thin and thick) disk structure,
with a bulge and bar at its center, surrounded by an extended dark spherical halo,
also populated by globular clusters. As fossil stars, white dwarfs can be used to
unravel important properties of the distinct Galactic populations. In this work we
will focus on white dwarfs in the context of the Galactic disk and halo.
To obtain useful information from the different populations of white dwarfs, three
conditions must be fulfilled. First, accurate observational data is needed. With the
advent of large-scale automatic surveys, like the Sloan Digital Sky survey (Gunn
et al., 1998) or the SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey (Rowell & Hambly, 2011), to cite just
two representative examples, the sample of white dwarfs with reliable and accurate
measurements of their astronomical properties has largely increased, thus allowing
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for detailed comparisons with theoretical models. The second important ingredient
to obtain useful information from the observed populations of Galactic white dwarfs
is a set of accurate evolutionary cooling sequences (see Section 1.2.4). Finally, a
tool to model the ensemble properties of these populations is also needed. For
this, the best choice is a Monte Carlo simulator, a technique which is frequently
used to model the different Galactic stellar populations, such as the Galactic disk
white dwarfs, compensating for the poor statistics of the old observational samples at
times (Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 1999, 2004) and allowing one to study the effects of biases
and of the sample selection procedures (Geijo et al., 2006; Torres et al., 2007). The
population synthesis code used in this thesis is described in more detail in Chapter 2.
1.4.1 Disk White Dwarfs
The Galactic disk can be separated into two populations, the thin and the thick
disks (Gilmore & Reid, 1983). The thin disk has a smaller scale height zthin =
300± 50 pc, a slightly larger scale length Rthin = 2.6± 0.5 kpc and contains most of
the mass, Mthin = 4± 1× 1010M⊙, whilst the thick disk has zthick = 900± 180 pc,
Rthick = 2.0±0.2 kpc andMthick = 8±3×109M⊙ – see Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard
(2016) and references therein. The thick disk is not only older and has a higher
scale height when compared to the thin disk, but it also presents a different chemical
signature (Bensby, 2014), that suggests a distinct origin. In terms of metallicity,
it has been shown that thick disk stars have decreasing metallicity with increasing
distance to the Galactic plan (Ivezic´ et al., 2008; Munn et al., 2004) and overall
enhanced value of [α/Fe] (Haywood et al., 2015).
In the last decade, the increasing number of white dwarfs detected in magnitude-
and proper motion-limited samples has led to increasingly accurate determinations
of the disk white dwarf luminosity function (see Section 1.5). Harris et al. (2006)
computed a white dwarf luminosity function for both the Galactic disk and halo
from a large (over 6, 000 stars) sample culled from the SDSS DR4 (Eisenstein et al.,
2006a) with an overall completeness of ∼ 70%. The resulting function for the disk
(see Figure 1.2) shows a smooth ascending bright branch with almost constant slope,
and a steep drop-off at Mbol = 15.4. De Gennaro et al. (2008) used the same
sample to compute an observational luminosity function exclusively for disk DA
white dwarfs, based on over 3, 300 spectroscopically confirmed white dwarfs and
with an overall completeness of ∼ 50%. Using data from the SuperCosmos Sky
Survey (SSS) (Hambly et al., 2001) and Rowell & Hambly (2011) computed the
white dwarf luminosity functions for the Galactic thin and thick disk population and
also for the Galactic halo (see Section 1.4 and Fig.1.2), using a magnitude- and proper
motion-limited sample consisting in total of ∼ 10, 000 white dwarfs with an overall
completeness of ∼ 50%. This work also confirmed the position of the disk white dwarf
luminosity function downturn near Mbol = 15.75. Rowell (2013) used an algorithm
for inverting the white dwarf luminosity function from the SSS sample to obtain an
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Figure 1.2: Observational white dwarf luminosity function for the thin disk of Harris et al.
(2006) (red line and squares) and of Rowell & Hambly (2011) (blue line and circles). Also
shown is a preliminary halo white dwarf luminosity function from Rowell & Hambly (2011)
(black line and triangles).
estimate of the local star formation rate, finding a bimodal behavior, with broad
peaks at 2− 3 Gyr and 7− 9 Gyr ago. Rebassa-Mansergas et al. (2015) presented a
new DA white dwarf luminosity function identified in the LAMOST (Large Sky Area
Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope) Spectroscopic Survey of the Galactic
anticenter (LSS-GAC), see Liu et al. (2014), following a well-defined set of selection
criteria in order to properly account for observational biases. However, Gentile
Fusillo et al. (2015) showed that the white dwarf luminosity function obtained from
this survey cannot be extended past the downturn due to the high incompleteness
in the faintest bins.
Recently, several high-completeness volume-limited samples of white dwarfs in
the close vicinity of the sun have been released (Sion et al., 2009; Giammichele
et al., 2012; Holberg et al., 2015; Limoges et al., 2015). Sion et al. (2009) showed
that virtually all the members of the 20 pc local white dwarf sample belong to the
Galactic thin disk. Tremblay et al. (2014) derived the local star formation history
using the 20 pc sample from Giammichele et al. (2012) and found evidence for an
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enhancement of star formation in the past 5 Gyr, leading to an increase of the
space density of white dwarfs of a factor of ∼ 2.5. Sion et al. (2014) showed that for
volume-limited samples, completeness is actually a function of distance, from ∼ 100%
at 13 pc to ∼ 60% at 25 pc. Limoges et al. (2015) extended the local sample of
white dwarfs to 40 pc, with almost 500 objects and claiming over 66% completeness.
Torres & Garc´ıa-Berro (2016) simulated this 40 pc sample and estimated the overall
completeness to be good, ∼ 80%, however also they also showed that for Mbol > 16
completeness drops to 20%.
Finally, we mention that the ensemble properties of the population of Galactic
disk white dwarfs have also been used to test theoretical scenarios and theories
that cannot be probed yet in terrestrial laboratories. These include, for instance,
testing alternative theories of gravitation, which result in a hypothetical variation
of the gravitational constant (Garcia-Berro et al., 1995), setting constraints on the
mass of weakly interacting particles like axions (Isern et al., 2008), or constraining
the properties of the so-called dark forces (Dreiner et al., 2013). Additionally, the
population of white dwarfs has also been used to derive interesting constraints on
the local star-formation history (Noh & Scalo, 1990; Diaz-Pinto et al., 1994; Rowell,
2013).
1.4.2 Halo White Dwarfs
The stellar halo of the Milky Way consists of a structure of spherically dis-
tributed, high-velocity and low-metallicity stars, with large random motions and
rotating slowly, which add up to about 1% of the Galaxy’s total stellar mass (Bland-
Hawthorn & Gerhard, 2016). The halo is considered to be the oldest Galactic com-
ponent, and originally was thought to have formed when the Galaxy first collapsed
(Eggen et al., 1962). However modern surveys show that the stellar halo has a
complex structure with multiple components, and continues to accrete matter from
smaller tidally disrupted galaxies (Ibata et al., 1997; Belokurov et al., 2006; Schlauf-
man et al., 2009), findings that are consistent with hierarchical galaxy formation
models, as previously mentioned.
The population of white dwarfs in the Galactic stellar halo has been the subject
of increased interest since the first observational and theoretical studies came to light
(Mochkovitch et al., 1990; Liebert et al., 1989). Perhaps, one of the most important
reasons for this interest in halo white dwarfs is their possible contribution to the
dark matter content of our Galaxy; see, for instance, Kawaler (1996); Oppenheimer
et al. (2001); Pauli et al. (2003) for observational works, and Torres et al. (2002);
Garc´ıa-Berro et al. (2004) for theoretical studies. However, because of very low
space densities and the intrinsic faintness of the population of white dwarfs in the
Galactic spheroid, their detection has proven to be a difficult endeavor. Moreover, as
opposed to what occurs with main-sequence stars, which can be classified according
to their metallicity, the atmospheres of white dwarfs are devoid of metals. This
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is because of their high surface gravities and long evolutionary timescales, which
allow gravitational diffusion to be very efficient at settling the metals resulting from
previous evolutionary history at the base of the partially degenerate envelope. All
these physical processes make halo white dwarfs indistinguishable from disk white
dwarfs. Hence, the only observational method for detecting white dwarfs belonging
to the Galactic spheroid, which is not hampered by relevant technical difficulties,
relies on identifying them on the basis of large proper motions, as radial velocities
cannot be accurately determined. This is because of the large surface gravity, which
translates into a sizable gravitational redshift of the spectral features that cannot
be neglected, and it is difficult to measure. Additionally, the absence of spectral
lines at the very low luminosities of the coldest halo white dwarfs also prevents
an accurate characterization of the faintest members of this population. All this,
in turn, considerably reduces the size of the observational sample, since at present
large volumes cannot be probed, and we are limited to studying nearby halo white
dwarfs.
Nevertheless, recent observational attempts to empirically determine the lumi-
nosity function of halo white dwarfs have been successful, and we now have a reliable
sample of halo white dwarfs (Harris et al., 2006; Rowell & Hambly, 2011) to which
the theoretical works can be compared. Comparing the results of the theoretical
models with the available observed sample of halo white dwarfs is an important
task (see Chapter 5), especially given that recently accurate cooling tracks for white
dwarfs with very low-metallicity progenitors have become available (Miller Bertolami
et al., 2013; Althaus et al., 2015). Finally, these kind of works are also of crucial
importance to pave the road to future studies of the large population of halo white
dwarfs, which the European astrometric mission Gaia will unveil in coming years
(Torres et al., 2005).
1.5 The white dwarf luminosity function
The white dwarf luminosity function is a powerful astrophysical tool for exploring
and constraining the properties of Galactic populations. It encloses information on
star formation and extinction rates (Liebert et al., 2005a; Hu et al., 2007), it has
been used to set constraints on the mass of local baryonic matter (Kawaler, 1996;
Torres et al., 2002; Pauli et al., 2003; Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 2004), having also been
successfully employed to obtain age estimates – starting with the classical works of
Winget et al. (1987), Garc´ıa-Berro et al. (1988), and Mochkovitch et al. (1990) – and
to explore the kinematics (Sion et al., 2009, 2014) of different stellar populations.
The white dwarf luminosity function is defined as the number of white dwarfs
per cubic parsec as a function of unit luminosity (or bolometric magnitude). In
particular, the white dwarf luminosity function of the the Galactic disk has been
well studied (see Section 1.4.1 for details), drawing a clear picture on its shape and
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underlying implications. Beginning with a bright and hot end at small bolometric
magnitudes, the white dwarf luminosity function increases monotonically with de-
creasing luminosity, maintaining a nearly constant slope (which is intimately related
to the white dwarf cooling mechanism), and upon reaching Mbol ∼ 15 it shows an
abrupt downturn. This drop-off is a consequence of the finite age of the Galactic
disk and is thus essential in age estimations. In fact, Fontaine et al. (2001) suc-
cessfully coined the term “white dwarf cosmochronology” in a review focused on the
importance of white dwarfs as cosmic clocks.
For the purpose of theoretical modeling, the white dwarf luminosity function
can be mathematically formulated as follows – see the recent review Garc´ıa-Berro &
Oswalt (2016) and references therein:
n(L) ∝
∫ Ms
Mi
Ψ(M)φ (T − tcool(L,M)− tMS(M)) τcool(L,M)dM (1.4)
where L is the luminosity, M is the mass of the white dwarf progenitor star, T is
the age of the population under study, tcool is the cooling time necessary to reach
luminosity L for a white dwarf coming from a progenitor of mass M , tMS is the
main-sequence lifetime of the progenitor of mass M , Ψ is the initial mass function,
φ is the star formation rate, Ms ≃ 10M⊙ is the maximum mass for a progenitor star
to form a white dwarf, and Mmi is obtained from the following equation:
T = tcool(L,Mi) + tMS(Mi) (1.5)
In order to obtain the white dwarf luminosity function, one must begin with a
well-defined sample of white dwarfs. In this sense, three approaches exist. Magnitude-
limited samples use color index criteria to identify likely white dwarf candidates,
however they are biased towards identifying luminous stars up to larger distances
as compared to intrinsically fainter stars. Proper motion-limited samples can iso-
late nearby white dwarfs based on their low luminosity, specific colors and high
proper motions. However, they undercount distant fast-moving objects and also
nearby slow-moving objects. Lastly, volume limited samples, which try to identify
all white dwarfs within a certain distance from the Sun, offer potentially the most
straightforward way to compute the white dwarf luminosity function. Unfortunately,
these samples tend to be quite small and can also suffer from contamination of low
main-sequence stars and sub-dwarfs. Currently available magnitude- and proper
motion-limited samples can be quite large, however they require a weighting scheme
in order to correct for the previously mentioned biases.
One such weighting scheme is known as Schmidt’s estimator or the 1/Vmax
method, introduced by Schmidt (1968) and generalized by Felten (1976). This esti-
mator has been proven to be unbiased (Felten, 1976) if certain statistical conditions
are fulfilled. Takeuchi et al. (2000) has shown that to obtain a good estimate of the
luminosity function, the sample used should be both complete and homogeneous,
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which again leads to the conclusion that to obtain a reliable white dwarf luminos-
ity function, a well-understood observational sample is required. Also, the 1/Vmax
method is known to underestimate the white dwarf density for moderately high lu-
minosities, thus recovering the correct slope only for log(L/L⊙) ∼> −2.2. Equally
important is that the position of the cut-off is sensitive to how data is binned, be-
ing more accurate for finer binning, but always located at larger luminosities (Geijo
et al., 2006). Moreover, in the case of the Galactic disk, given that stars are not
spherically distributed, an additionally correction must be implemented, taking into
account the specific scale height of the disk (see Section 1.4.1). In Annex A we
describe the standard procedure for using the 1/Vmax estimator and discuss in more
detail the advantages and drawbacks that this method entails.
In summary, the quality of the resulting white dwarf luminosity function can
be affected by many aspects related to the underlying white dwarf sample, such as
sample size, completeness or contamination with other type of objects, for example
unresolved double degenerates. We further discuss this topic and present the most
relevant observational work done on the white dwarf luminosity function for the
Galactic disk and halo in Sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2. On the other hand, in a recent
review by Garc´ıa-Berro & Oswalt (2016), the authors sum up what is currently nec-
essary to substantially improve the observational white dwarf luminosity function.
In particular, larger samples of white dwarfs (one or two order of magnitudes more
than currently available ones), precise parallaxes and proper motions, high quality
photometry at least up to g ∼ 21 mag, higher resolution spectroscopic identifica-
tions, improved atmospheric models for very cool white dwarfs, improved spectral
evolutionary models, a better treatment and understanding of selection effects and
a quantification of the effects of unresolved binaries and high mass white dwarfs are
needed.

Chapter 2
The population synthesis code
2.1 Basic principles
Stellar population synthesis is a general modeling procedure that consists of ap-
plying a wide set of laws, properties and models that, with the aid of several numeri-
cal methods and statistic tools, allows us to generate an artificial population of stars
that can be directly compared with an observed sample. This not only implies using
detailed models for each individual object, rather than ensemble properties, in order
to follow its evolution. It also requires adequate modeling of stellar positions and
kinematics, knowledge of the population formation history and chemical evolution,
and last but not least, a good grasp of all the biases that affect the observed data.
The population synthesis method has been employed in a wide series of contexts,
from full Galaxy simulations (Robin et al., 2003), to more specific planetary forma-
tion scenarios (Ida & Lin, 2004; Benz et al., 2014) or the study of pre-main-sequence
stars (Kroupa, 1995).
The work presented in this thesis uses an updated population synthesis code
based on previous well known works (Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 1999; Torres et al., 2002;
Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 2004; Torres et al., 2005; Camacho et al., 2014). The code has
become a reference model in the simulation of the population of white dwarfs in
a wide range of situations such as the study of the disk (Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 1999;
Torres et al., 2001; Torres & Garc´ıa-Berro, 2016) and halo (Torres et al., 2002; Garc´ıa-
Berro et al., 2004) single white-dwarf population, white dwarf plus main sequence
stars (Camacho et al., 2014), as well as open clusters such as NGC 6791 (Garc´ıa-
Berro et al., 2010; Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 2011) or globular clusters, like 47 Tuc (Garc´ıa-
Berro et al., 2014). The code, based on Monte Carlo techniques, was designed to
reproduce the white dwarf population either stemming from single stellar evolution
or from binaries.
Fig. 2.1 shows a simplified flow-chart representation of the code, that highlights
the key modules. These are, sampling the input parameters, single and binary stellar
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evolution, the interpolation module for obtaining the white dwarf stellar parameters,
the Galactic model that provides positions and kinematics and the filtering module
that reproduces observational biases, helping in culling the final sample.
Any Monte Carlo code has at its very core the idea of repeated random sam-
pling, being its main ingredient the pseudo-random number generator. We use the
algorithm from James (1990), which produces a uniform probability density between
(0, 1) with a repetition period of over 1018, which is virtually infinite for practi-
cal simulations. The next important step is using adequate probability distribution
functions for sampling the stellar properties, i.e. generating the statistical properties
of data from known distributions, that is used to obtain the initial characteristics
(mass, time of birth, initial position, kinematics,. . . ) of every star that will form part
of the initial synthetic population. These distribution functions are crucial inputs
that define each particular population. When Gaussian probability functions were
needed, we used the Box-Muller algorithm as described in Press et al. (1986).
In order to achieve an statistical significance of the sample we require a large
number of Monte Carlo realizations, typically of the order of ∼ 104. We usually gen-
erate 50−100 independent simulations and then expand this number using bootstrap
techniques. For each quantity of interest, we present the ensemble average of the
different Monte Carlo realizations, as well as the corresponding standard deviation.
2.2 Building the sample
For each Monte Carlo realization, we begin by sampling zero-age main sequence
(ZAMS) stellar masses, M , using the initial mass function (IMF) of Kroupa (2001)
and (Kroupa & Weidner, 2003), a composite power-law with a steeper slope for more
massive stars:
ξ(M) =


M−1.3, 0.08 ≤M/M⊙ ≤ 0.5
M−2.3, 0.5 ≤M/M⊙ ≤ 1.0
M−2.7, M/M⊙ ≥ 1.0
(2.1)
This is a standard choice, in particular considering the alleged universal character
of the IMF (Bastian et al., 2010).
Next, we use a star formation history (SFH) law to generate the moment at which
each star is born and also assign a metallicity which can either be constant or sampled
from an age-metallicity relation (AMR). After that, according to an assumed binary
fraction (fbin), we decide if this is an individual star or it is the primary of a binary
pair. It then follows either single (see Section 2.2.1) or binary stellar evolution
(see Section 2.2.2). If the single star becomes a white dwarf or if one of the two
components of the present-day binary is a white dwarf, we proceed to compute the
stellar parameters and photometric magnitudes as described in Section 2.4.
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Figure 2.1: A simplified flowchart representation of the population synthesis code. The
acronyms used in this diagram are: IMF initial mass function, SFH star formation history,
AMR age metallicity relation, fbin binary fraction, IMRD initial mass ratio distribution, WD
white dwarf, MS main sequence, M1 progenitor/initial primary mass, M2 initial secondary
mass, tborn age at which the star is formed, Z progenitor metallicity, tcool white dwarf cooling
time, Teff effective temperature, and g surface gravity.
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2.2.1 Simulating the single white dwarf population
Once the ZAMS mass, M , and the metallicity of the synthetic stars are known,
evolutionary sequences to compute the main-sequence lifetimes, tMS, can be used.
The evolutionary ages of the progenitors were typically interpolated in the BaSTI
database for the appropriate metallicity (Pietrinferni et al., 2004), that covers pro-
genitor masses from 0.5 to 10M⊙ and metallicities between Z = 0.0001 and Z = 0.04.
Using the population age, T , we can easily evaluate which of those stars had time
to become white dwarfs. If that is the case the cooling age is simply given by
tcool = T − tMS− tborn. After that, we use an initial-to-final mass relation (IFMR) to
obtain the white dwarf mass, MWD. For this we typically employ the relation from
Catala´n et al. (2008):
MWD =


0.096M + 0.429 M/M⊙ ≤ 2.7
0.137M + 0.3183 2.7 ≤M/M⊙ ≤ 6.0
0.1057M + 0.5061 M/M⊙ > 6.0
(2.2)
Next, we compute present time stellar parameters (luminosity, Teff , log g) using
cooling tracks adequate for the white dwarf mass and progenitor metallicity. Our
standard choices for the cooling tracks for Solar metallicity and hydrogen-rich atmo-
spheres are the following. For carbon-oxygen white dwarfs (0.45 < MWD < 1.1M⊙)
we use the evolutionary calculations of Renedo et al. (2010), for oxygen-neon core
white dwarfs (MWD > 1.1M⊙) we employ those of Althaus et al. (2005a); Althaus
et al. (2007) and for helium core white dwarfs(MWD < 0.45M⊙) we use the cooling
tracks from Serenelli et al. (2001). In Chapter 3 we explore the influence of metallic-
ity on the disk white dwarf luminosity function, using a tridimensional interpolation
scheme based on the white dwarf mass, cooling time and progenitor metallicity. In
Chapter 5, we study the halo white dwarf luminosity function using a self-consistent
model (main sequence lifetimes, IFMR, cooling tracks) for very low metallicities.
2.2.2 Simulating white dwarfs in binaries
In part of this work, we will focus on reproducing the population of white dwarf-
main sequence binaries with M dwarf companions. In this section will give de-
tails which are relevant to reproduce the properties of this specific population, al-
though the code can be employed to explore other type of outcomes, such as double-
degenerate pairs or binaries formed by a white dwarf and an F/G/K main-sequence
star.
If the synthetic star is part of a binary system we obtain the ZAMS mass of the
secondary star according to an initial mass ratio distribution (IMRD). In Chapter 6
we explore several models for this distribution. The initial separation of the binary
is chosen from a logarithmically flat distribution (Davis et al., 2008):
Φ(a) = 0.07863a−1, 3 ≤ a/R⊙ ≤ 106 (2.3)
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and the initial eccentricity from a linear thermal distribution (Heggie, 1975):
Φ(e) ∼ 2e, 0 ≤ e ≤ 0.9 (2.4)
If the primary star has had time to become a white dwarf, then the system can
evolve through two different pathways. In the first of them, the binary evolves
without mass transfer interactions as a detached system and the primary star evolves
into a white dwarf that subsequently cools down. In this case, the mass of the
white dwarf is also calculated using the initial-to-final mass relation from Hurley
et al. (2002), which results from the evolution algorithm and consists basically of a
competition between core-mass growth and envelope mass-loss. The second pathway
involves mass transfer and the evolution of the binary is computed using the BSE
package of Hurley et al. (2002), following the parameter assumptions detailed in
Camacho et al. (2014). These are conservative evolution on the main sequence,
mass-loss on the giant branch and beyond following the prescription from Kudritzki
& Reimers (1978) with an efficiency η = 0.5, but no enhanced mass loss (BW = 0),
tidal evolution, circularization and synchronization, angular momentum losses due to
magnetic braking and gravitational radiation assuming disruptive magnetic braking
(Schreiber et al., 2010).
If the system evolves through the common envelope (CE) phase we follow the
α-formalism as described in Tout et al. (1997), with αCE being the efficiency in
converting orbital energy into kinetic energy to eject the envelope:
Ebind = αCE∆Eorb (2.5)
This implementation also takes into account the αint parameter, first presented in
Han et al. (1995), describing the fraction of the internal energy used to eject the
envelope:
Ebind =
∫ Mdonor
Mcore
(
−GM(r)
r
+ αintUint
)
dm (2.6)
We use up-to-date cooling tracks to compute the luminosities, temperatures,
surface gravities and the photometric magnitudes in the Johnson-Cousins UBV RI
system for both the main sequence and white dwarf components. For the main
sequence companion, we employ the new evolutionary tracks from Baraffe et al.
(2015), which cover a mass range from 0.07 to 0.5M⊙, and for the white dwarf
primary we follow the cooling tracks discussed in Section 2.2.1.
2.3 Galactic model
With the purpose of accounting for stellar positions and velocities, we employ a
Galactic model, designed to reproduce stellar densities and kinematics for the thin
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and thick disk and the stellar halo. We then proceed to allocate a position and a set of
velocities, according to stellar density and kinematic model adequate for the Galactic
stellar population to which the star is assumed to belong to. If we are generating a
fixed number of stars in each iteration, we have the option to perform this step only
for stars that have become white dwarfs (as shown in Fig. 2.1), because simulating
stellar densities is a costly process in terms of computational time, especially if
rejection sampling is used. However, if we decide to impose a limit on the local
stellar mass density, we need to provide positions for every simulated ZAMS star or
binary pair. In one of our typical Monte Carlo simulations, we generate stars up to
several kpc (usually up to 5 kpc) and densities are normalized up to 200 pc from the
Sun. When the local density of the test sample reaches that of the observed local
value, we stop generating artificial stars in the current Monte Carlo realization. For
the thin disk this density is ρthin = 0.094M⊙/pc
3 (Holmberg & Flynn, 2000), and
for the thick disk is ρthick = 0.085ρthin (Reid, 2005)).
2.3.1 The thin and thick disks
For the thin and thick disk, the positions of stars are randomly generated within
a spherical region centered in the Sun with a radius R, generally adopted to be
5 kpc. For the local density of stars, a double exponential distribution is used, with
a constant Galactic scale height, H, and a constant scale length, L (see Fig. 2.2
for an example). The election in scale height and scale length must be made in
accordance to the characteristics of the thin or thick disk populations, as explained
in more detail in Section 1.4. However, a more detailed treatment of spatial densities
can be given, taking into account the positions of the observational plates used to
obtain the reference sample. Such a detailed treatment is presented in Chapter 6.
Velocities are obtained following the procedure from (Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 1999),
being sampled from normal laws:
n(u) ∼ e−(u−u′0)/σ2u ,
n(v) ∼ e−(v−v′0)/σ2v ,
n(w) ∼ e−(w−w′0)/σ2w ,
(2.7)
where (u′0, v
′
0, w
′
0) are derived from the peculiar velocity of the Sun, (u⊙ = 11.10, v⊙ =
12.24, w⊙ = 7.25) (Scho¨nrich et al., 2010), and taking into account the differential
rotation of the Galaxy (Ogorodnikov, 1965). The velocity dispersions (σu, σv, σw)
(expressed in km/s) and the lag velocity v0 depend on the scale height (H, expressed
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Figure 2.2: Projections of the spatial distribution of the synthetic sample, according to a
double exponential disk density model. The location of the Sun is represented by a yellow
circle.
Disk u′0 v
′
0 w
′
0 σu σv σw
Thin −8.62 −20.04 −7.10 32.4 23.0 18.1
Thick −11.0 −42.0 −12.0 50.0 56.0 34.0
Table 2.1: Mean motions relative to the Sun and velocity dispersion tensor from Rowell &
Hambly (2011) (and references therein), for the thin and thick disk populations
in kpc) through a dispersion law (Mihalas & Binney, 1981):
u0 = 0,
v0 = −σ2u/120,
w0 = 0,
σu = σw
√
2,
σv = σu
√
0.32 + 1.67 · 10−5σ2u,
σw =
√
H
6.25·10−4
,
(2.8)
This approach is used in Chapters 3 and 4. In Chapter 6, we use constant values for
(u′0, v
′
0, w
′
0) and (σu, σv, σw), as shown in Table 2.1.
2.3.2 The Galactic stellar halo
To reproduce the halo stellar population, we use the isothermal sphere density
model:
ρ(r) ∝ a
2 +R2⊙
a2 + r2
, (2.9)
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where a ≈ 5 kpc is the core radius, and R⊙ = 8.5 kpc is the galactocentric distance of
the Sun. Of course, other density models can be used, and this possibility is explored
in Chapter 5. The velocities of the simulated halo stars were randomly drawn from
normal distributions (Binney & Tremaine, 1987):
f(vr, vt) =
1
(2pi)3/2
1
σrσ2t
exp
[
−1
2
(
v2r
σ2r
+
v2t
σ2t
)]
, (2.10)
where σr and σt are the radial and the tangential velocity dispersions, respectively,
which can be related using the following expression:
σ2t =
V 2c
2
+
[
1− r
2
a2 + r2
]
σ2r +
r
2
d(σ2r )
dr
, (2.11)
which, to a first approximation, leads to σr = σt = Vc/
√
2. The velocity dispersions
σr and σt are those determined by Markovic & Sommer-Larsen (1997). For the
calculations reported here, we adopted a circular velocity Vc = 220 km/s. From
these velocities, we obtained the heliocentric velocities of each simulated star by
adding the velocity of the local standard of rest (LSR) vLSR = −220 km/s, and the
peculiar velocity of the Sun.
2.4 Computing photometric magnitudes
Evolutionary sequences and white dwarf cooling tracks typically provide pho-
tometric magnitudes in the Johnson-Cousins UBV RI system. When required, we
convert these to the ugriz color system, necessary for comparing to observational
samples obtained from the SDSS or LAMOST (see Chapter 4) surveys. In these
cases, we use the transformations described in Jordi et al. (2006). In Chapters 3 and
5, we also compared to samples from the SSS, which uses the photographic bJ, r59F
and iN bands, and for this we use the color transformations described in Xu et al.
(2007).
When necessary, reddening was computed taking into account the position of the
object. In Chapter 4, this was done using a 3D Galactic extinction map from Chen
et al. (2014) and the extinction coefficients of Yuan et al. (2013). In Chapters 6, we
used the results of Hakkila et al. (1997) and updated coefficients from Schlafly et al.
(2010).
Chapter 3
The effects of metallicity on the
Galactic disk population of
white dwarfs
3.1 Introduction
Cosmic age determinations are usually obtained by employing models and evo-
lutionary tracks for stars with Solar metallicity, which is the median value for the
metallicity distribution function (MDF) of the Galactic disk. However, the entire
span of this distribution function is many times neglected. Over the years, photo-
metric studies of main sequence stars have resulted in the release of large catalogs
(Twarog, 1980; Olsen, 1983; Stro¨mgren, 1987; Nordstro¨m et al., 2004; Haywood,
2008). In most occasions these catalogs contain one parameter for metallicity and
no detailed element abundances. Perhaps, one of the most important results of
these surveys is that high-metallicity stars are present throughout the entire mass
range and that the MDF depends on the stellar age. Even if the peak value for the
metallicity remains approximately at Solar values, young stars have a much narrower
distribution than old stars, which suggests that a correct sampling should be denser
for younger stars (Casagrande et al., 2011). The rather symmetric shape of the MDF
is explained through the natural process of star migration (Sellwood & Binney, 2002),
in which high-metallicity stars migrate from the inner disk and low-metallicity stars
do so from the outer disk. Additionally, it is believed that old stars probably play a
more significant role in this situation, given that they clearly contribute to the lower
metallicity wing of the MDF (Casagrande et al., 2011). This may have important
consequences. On the one hand, recent studies have shown that high values of the
metallicity imply slower evolutionary rates for moderately cool white dwarfs due to
the sedimentation of 22Ne (Isern et al., 1991; Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 2010; Althaus et al.,
2010b). Moreover, metallicity modifies the lifetime of white dwarf progenitors, and
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there is not yet a consensus of whether the initial final mass relationship is modified
– for a preliminary discussion see Isern et al. (2005). Obviously, these effects may
affect the age determination of the Galactic disk obtained using the faint downturn
of the white dwarf luminosity function. The ultimate goal of this work is to assess
how the evolution of the metallicity of the Galactic disk affects the shape of the
white dwarf luminosity function.
To accomplish this aim, we employ two metallicity laws. The first of them is
a metallicity law with a median corresponding to the Solar value and a dispersion
around it (Casagrande et al., 2011), whereas the second one is the classical age-
metallicity relationship of Twarog (1980). The chapter is organized as follows. In
Section 3.2, we explain the most basic features of our population synthesis code,
while we describe the two most recent and reliable observational samples with which
we compare our simulated data in Section 3.3. We then discuss the selection criteria
employed to cull a representative sample of white dwarfs from these surveys. Sec-
tion 3.4 is devoted to explaining in depth the results of our Monte Carlo simulations
and to thoroughly compare our population synthesis results with the observational
data. Finally, we review our most relevant findings, discuss their significance, and
summarize our conclusions in Section 3.5.
3.2 Input parameters, evolutionary sequences and cool-
ing tracks
The population synthesis code is extensively described in Chapter 2, so here we
will limit ourselves to presenting the specifics inputs related to simulating the white
dwarf population in the Galactic thin disk. The local density of stars in the thin disk
is described by a double exponential distribution with a scale height 250 pc and a
scale length of 3.5 kpc. The time at which each synthetic star was born was sampled
according to a constant star formation rate, and we adopted a disk age of 9.5 Gyr,
except otherwise stated. The mass of each star follows the standard initial mass
function of Kroupa (2001) and Kroupa & Weidner (2003). Velocities were randomly
obtained following the prescription from Section 2.3.1. The evolutionary ages of the
progenitors were interpolated in the BaSTI database for the appropriate metallicity
(Pietrinferni et al., 2004). Given the age of the Galaxy and the age, metallicity,
and mass of the progenitor star, we know which synthetic stars have had time to
become white dwarfs, and for these, we derive their mass using the initial-final mass
relationship of Catala´n et al. (2008).
In our reference calculations we used the evolutionary calculations of Renedo
et al. (2010) for carbon-oxygen white dwarfs with hydrogen-rich atmospheres, and
those of Benvenuto & Althaus (1997) for hydrogen-deficient envelopes, while we
used those of Althaus et al. (2007) and Althaus et al. (2005a) for white dwarfs with
oxygen-neon cores. However, to assess the effects of the different cooling tracks in the
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white dwarf luminosity function in additional sets of calculations, we also employed
the cooling tracks of Fontaine et al. (2001) and of the BaSTI project (Salaris et al.,
2010) for carbon-oxygen white dwarfs with pure hydrogen atmospheres and those
of Fontaine et al. (2001) and Bergeron et al. (2011) for white dwarfs with helium
dominated atmospheres. We convert UBV RI colors to the ugriz color system when
we compare to the SDSS sample, using the transformations described in Jordi et al.
(2006). To compare with the sample of white dwarfs of the SSS, we used the color
transformations described in Xu et al. (2007).
For each of the models studied below, we generated 50 independent Monte Carlo
simulations (with different initial seeds), and for each of these Monte Carlo realiza-
tions, we increased the number of simulated Monte Carlo realizations to 104 using
bootstrap techniques. Using this procedure, we ensure convergence in all the final
values of the relevant quantities. In what follows for each quantity of interest, we
present the ensemble average of the different Monte Carlo realizations, as well as the
corresponding standard deviation. Following all these steps, we were able to produce
a synthetic population of disk white dwarfs, which, by definition, is complete. To
this population, a series of filters, which take the observational cuts into account,
must be applied. We describe these filters in Section 3.3.
3.3 The observational samples
The two most recent, complete, and reliable samples of disk white dwarfs are
those obtained from the SDSS and from the SSS. In this section, we describe them
separately, placing special emphasis on the observational cuts employed to derive the
corresponding luminosity functions. In our population synthesis study, we closely
follow the prescriptions employed to obtain the observed samples with the ultimate
goal of producing theoretical white dwarf populations that are as realistic as possible
for both the white dwarf sample of the SDSS and for that of the SSS, since this is
crucial to derive white dwarf luminosity functions that can be compared to the
observational data in a meaningful way.
The SDSS surveyed 5, 282 deg2 of high-latitude sky in five bandpasses ugriz –
see Fukugita et al. (1996), Gunn et al. (1998), and Gunn et al. (2006) for additional
details – and, besides quasars and galaxies, obtained many spectra of white dwarfs
and other blue stars. Using the SDSS Data Release 4, Eisenstein et al. (2006a)
presented a catalog of 9,316 spectroscopically confirmed white dwarfs. The catalog
contains both hydrogen-rich (DA) and hydrogen-deficient (non-DA) white dwarfs.
From it, Harris et al. (2006) used photometric distances, USNO proper motions, and
the 1/Vmax method (Schmidt, 1968) and derived a white dwarf luminosity function.
In particular, to obtain this luminosity function, they considered all stars brighter
than g < 19.5. To discriminate between main sequence stars and white dwarfs they
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employed the reduced proper motion,
Hg = g + logµ+ 5 =Mg + 5 log Vtan − 3.379, (3.1)
where µ is the proper motion and Vtan is the tangential velocity. Specifically, they
required that all objects contributing to the white dwarf luminosity function should
be below and blueward the reduced proper motion corresponding to Vtan = 20 km s
−1
in the reduced proper motion-color diagram. Additionally, they only selected white
dwarfs with 15 < g < 19.5, and proper motions µ > 0.02′′ yr−1. The resulting
sample contains about 7,000 white dwarfs. Later on, De Gennaro et al. (2008), who
used 3,358 white dwarfs, presented an improved white dwarf luminosity function, in
which only spectroscopically confirmed DA white dwarfs were employed. To obtain
this luminosity function, they adopted Vtan > 30 km s
−1. However, given that this
luminosity function does not present a cut-off, as the luminosity function of Harris
et al. (2006) does, we do not use it.
The other large observational sample of disk white dwarfs is that obtained from
the SSS (Rowell & Hambly, 2011). The SSS is an advanced photographic plate-
digitizing machine. The plates were taken with the UK Schmidt telescope (UKST),
the ESO Schmidt telescope, and the Palomar Schmidt telescope, and the result-
ing catalogs have been compiled by digitizing several generations of photographic
Schmidt plates. The photometric system of this survey is less well known than that
of the SDSS and has three passbands, bJ, r59F, and iN – see Hambly et al. (2001)
for details. Using the data of several generations of these plates, Rowell & Hambly
(2011) constructed a catalog of about 10, 000 white dwarfs with magnitudes down
to r59F ∼ 19.75 and proper motions as low as µ ∼ 0.05′′ yr−1, which covers nearly
three quarters of the sky. The observational selection criteria adopted to derive the
corresponding white dwarf luminosity function are the following. First, the proper
motion cut depends on the bJ magnitude,
µ > 5
(
σmaxµ (bJ) + 0.002
)
. (3.2)
In this expression, σµ is the standard deviation in the proper motion measurements,
which means that the measured proper motion is 5σ larger than the error at a given
bJ. Additionally, there is a magnitude cut 12 < r59F < 19.75, whereas they also
imposed a cut in the reduced proper motion diagram, by adopting Vtan > 30 km s
−1.
3.4 Results
Before assessing the role of the adopted metallicity law, it is convenient to check
whether or not other aspects can mask its impact on the white dwarf luminosity
function. For instance, the ratio of white dwarfs with hydrogen-deficient atmospheres
to those with hydrogen-rich ones depends on the effective temperature, and this
could possibly influence the shape of the white dwarf luminosity function. Hence,
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we first check if this could mask the effects of the adopted metallicity law. This is
done in Section 3.4.1. The same can be said about the adopted theoretical white
dwarf cooling sequences. Quite obviously, the adopted white dwarf cooling tracks
also influence the precise shape of the luminosity function. Consequently, we also
explore and quantify this possibility in Section 3.4.2. Finally, we analyze the effects of
the adopted metallicity law in Section 3.4.3. We emphasize that all the luminosity
functions presented in this section have been computed adopting a constant star
formation rate.
3.4.1 The fraction of non-DA white dwarfs
To begin with, we discuss the role of the ratio of the number of white dwarfs
with hydrogen-deficient atmospheres to the total number of white dwarfs, includ-
ing those with hydrogen-rich atmospheres. Most white dwarf stars have hydrogen-
dominated atmospheres, constituting the group of so-called DA white dwarfs. How-
ever, hydrogen-deficient white dwarfs, known as non-DA stars, represent between
15% and 25% of the total white dwarf population of the Galaxy (Fontaine et al.,
2001). In our attempt to properly analyze factors that might potentially influence
the shape of the white dwarf luminosity function and given that the most recent
luminosity functions incorporate both DA and non-DA white dwarfs, we first try to
reproduce the observed ratio of non-DA to the total number of white dwarfs. For
this set of simulations, we adopt the cooling sequences of our reference model and
the evolutionary ages of white dwarf progenitors of Solar metallicity. That is, we
assumed that all synthetic stars have Solar metallicity.
The observed ratio of non-DA white dwarfs as a function of the bolometric mag-
nitude is shown in all three panels of Fig. 3.1 using a dotted line. The observational
data has been compiled from Krzesinski et al. (2009) for hot white dwarfs – namely,
those with effective temperatures larger than Teff ≃ 25, 000 K – and De Gennaro
et al. (2008) and references therein for cooler white dwarfs. The upper panel of
Fig. 3.1 shows the ratio of the number of non-DA white dwarfs as a function of the
bolometric magnitude when all synthetic white dwarfs of an otherwise typical Monte
Carlo realization are considered – that is, for a complete sample – as a solid line.
This simulation was computed assuming that 20% of white dwarfs at birth have
atmospheres devoid of hydrogen, while the lower two panels show the same distribu-
tion when the cuts of Harris et al. (2006) and Rowell & Hambly (2011) are applied
to the complete sample, respectively. Thus, these two last Monte Carlo realizations
incorporate the biases introduced by the selection criteria. As can be seen in general,
our theoretical results are in excellent agreement with the observational data, except
at very high luminosities – namely for Mbol . 2.0 – for which the non-DA ratio
predicted by our simulations for the complete sample is considerably smaller (∼ 0.5)
than the observed one (∼ 1.0). We note, however, that the number density of white
dwarfs is very small at these bolometric magnitudes and, hence, this ratio presents
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of the ratio of non-DA to the total number of white dwarfs as
a function of the bolometric magnitude. The solid line represents the simulated sample,
whereas the dotted line corresponds to the observational data. See text for additional details.
large fluctuations, depending on the specific Monte Carlo realization chosen. It is
worth noting that the effects of the selection criteria for this range of bolometric
magnitudes is important as well, as the ratio of non-DA white dwarfs turns out to
be ∼ 0.5 for the complete sample. This ratio drops to ∼ 0.0 for the two restricted
samples, although the statistical fluctuations are very large. Another interesting
aspect of the theoretical results that is also worth commenting is that at very low
luminosities, our population synthesis calculations predict a noticeable increase of
the ratio of non-DA to DA white dwarfs for the complete sample, which agrees with
what is found for the local sample of white dwarfs (see Giammichele et al., 2012, and
references therein). This is evident as well for the sample of white dwarfs in which
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Figure 3.2: Simulated white dwarf luminosity function for a pure DA white dwarf popula-
tion (open triangles) and for a population in which a canonical fraction of 20% of non-DA
white dwarfs (open circles) is adopted. Both luminosity functions are compared with the
observational white dwarf luminosity function (solid squares) of Harris et al. (2006) (left top
panel) and Rowell & Hambly (2011) (right top panel). In the bottom panels, we show the
residuals between the synthetic luminosity functions.
the selection criteria of Rowell & Hambly (2011) are used. If the selection criteria of
Harris et al. (2006) are employed, the ratio of non-DA white dwarfs does not show
such a marked increase because very few low luminosity white dwarfs are found when
this set of criteria is adopted. We elaborate on this below when discussing the white
dwarf luminosity function.
Once established that the adopted 20% ratio of non-DA white dwarfs at birth
results in a credible distribution for all luminosities, we test the actual impact of
this ratio on the white dwarf luminosity function. To this end we compute an
additional set of Monte Carlo simulations for which we adopt fnon−DA = 0.0 and we
compare the corresponding luminosity function with that obtained using fnon−DA =
0.2. The result of this exercise is shown in Fig. 3.2. In the top panels of this
figure the luminosity functions obtained when fnon−DA = 0.0 and fnon−DA = 0.2 are
compared, while the observed luminosity functions of Harris et al. (2006) and Rowell
& Hambly (2011) are also displayed in the respective panels. Obviously, to produce
these luminosity functions, the corresponding selection criteria have been used. The
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bottom panels of this figure display the residuals between both theoretical luminosity
functions, which help in assessing the differences between both simulations, as defined
as
∆N = 2
NfDB=0.2 −NfDB=0
NfDB=0.2 +NfDB=0
. (3.3)
As can be seen in the bottom panels of Fig. 3.2, the effect of the adopted non-
DA ratio on the simulated white dwarf luminosity functions is minimal, except for
bolometric magnitudes larger than Mbol ≃ 15. For the bins with bolometric mag-
nitudes larger than this value, the differences are noticeable in both cases, and the
luminosity function in which fnon−DA = 0.2 is in better agreement with the obser-
vational one. In particular, when fnon−DA = 0.2, is adopted the number density
of low-luminosity white dwarfs increases, as should be expected, given that white
dwarfs with hydrogen-defficient atmospheres cool faster. Actually, the number den-
sity of white dwarfs for the luminosity functions computed with fnon−DA = 0.0 is
consistent with zero, since for these bins we obtain at most only one object per bin
in all Monte Carlo realizations. We thus conclude that the hot branch of the white
dwarf luminosity function is almost insensitive to the adopted ratio of non-DA white
dwarfs and that the effects of this ratio concentrate in the poorly determined bins
with the lowest luminosities.
3.4.2 The effects of the adopted cooling tracks
We now discuss which set of cooling sequences best reproduces the shape of
the observed white dwarf luminosity function. To this end in Fig. 3.3, we compare
various sets of evolutionary cooling sequences with the two most recent and reliable
observational white dwarf luminosity functions, namely that of Harris et al. (2006)
and that of Rowell & Hambly (2011). The data shown in this figure corresponds
to the ensemble average of several single independent Monte Carlo realizations, as
described before, with the inputs described in Section 3.2. In the top panels of
this figure, we display the results of such comparison when the luminosity functions
obtained using the cooling tracks of Fontaine et al. (2001) are compared to those
obtained using our reference model, as done in Section 3.2, whereas a comparison
of the results obtained when the cooling sequences of Salaris et al. (2010) and those
obtained when the cooling tracks of Renedo et al. (2010) are used is performed in the
bottom panels. In each panel, we also show the residuals between both theoretical
simulations. As we did previously for all the calculations shown in this figure, we
adopted a constant metallicity equal to the Solar value.
Figure 3.3 demonstrates that all three sets of cooling sequences match the bright
branch of both observational white dwarf luminosity functions very well and that
there are not appreciable differences between all three luminosity functions at high
luminosities. This agreement is even better when the white dwarf luminosity function
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Figure 3.3: Simulated white dwarf luminosity functions computed using our reference model
(open circles) compared to those obtained using the cooling sequences of Fontaine et al.
(2001) (top panels, open triangles) and Salaris et al. (2010) (bottom panels, also open tri-
angles). Also shown are the observational white dwarf luminosity function (solid squares)
of Harris et al. (2006) (left panels) and Rowell & Hambly (2011) (right panels). The syn-
thetic white dwarf luminosity functions have been normalized to the observational point with
minimum error bars.
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of Rowell & Hambly (2011) is adopted, as the location of the maximum of the white
dwarf luminosity function is nicely fit by all three sets of cooling tracks. Now, we turn
our attention to the cool branch of the white dwarf luminosity function and the shape
of its drop-off. Again, all three sets of cooling sequences are in excellent agreement
with the observational data, although we emphasize that selection effects may play a
key role at these very low luminosities and both the Monte Carlo simulated sample
and the real ones suffer from poor statistics. Nevertheless, we note that all three sets
of calculations reproduce the downturn at very faint magnitudes of the luminosity
function obtained from the SSS, which is not present in the luminosity function of
Harris et al. (2006) because of the sample selection procedures. Given these results,
there are no objective reasons for discarding any set of evolutionary sequences, and
hence for here on, we adopt the cooling sequences of our fiducial model, which is
based on the theoretical cooling sequences of Renedo et al. (2010).
3.4.3 The influence of the metallicity law
Metallicity is known to have a considerable influence in age estimations obtained
when the turn-off of main sequence stars of stellar clusters is employed to derive
the corresponding age. Hence, it is natural to wonder whether or not the age de-
rived from the drop-off of the disk white dwarf luminosity function depends on the
adopted age-metallicity relationship. To perform this analysis, we adopted two differ-
ent metallicity laws. The first one is the classical metallicity law of Twarog (1980),
which predicts that the metallicity of white dwarf progenitor stars monotonically
increases from zero at very early ages of our Galaxy to Solar metallicity for the
current age of the Galactic disk. Specifically, the metallicities of the individual syn-
thetic stars are randomly drawn by following a Gaussian distribution centered in
F (t), where F (t) is a polynomial fit of the results presented in Fig. 1 of Bravo et al.
(1993) with a dispersion σ = 0.1. Our second age-metallicity relationship is based
on the observational data compiled by the Geneva-Conpenhague survey (Casagrande
et al., 2011). This recent study predicts that the metallicity of the Galactic disk is
constant with time but has a sizable dispersion. We note that this distribution of
metallicities has been confirmed by the recent results of Duran et al. (2013). Thus,
for the same age, white dwarf progenitors span a broad range of metallicities. In
particular, for each synthetic star, we randomly drawn its metallicity, Z, from a
Gaussian distribution centered in the solar metallicity, Z⊙, with a spread found by
Casagrande et al. (2011), of σ = 0.4.
Whatever the adopted age-metallicity relationship is in both cases we interpolate
both the main-sequence lifetimes of the progenitors and the final masses, cooling
times, colors and luminosities of the resulting white dwarfs. For this analysis, we
adopt the set of cooling sequences of Renedo et al. (2010), which almost cover the
full range of metallicities. If a progenitor star has metallicity lower than Z = 10−3,
the lowest metallicity of the evolutionary sequences of Renedo et al. (2010), we adopt
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the values predicted by these calculations. If the metallicity of the progenitor stars is
larger than Z = 10−2, we interpolate between the evolutionary sequences of Renedo
et al. (2010) and those of Althaus et al. (2010b), which have a maximum metallicity
of Z = 0.06, which is enough for our purposes. Finally, we adopt an age for the
Galactic disk of 9.5 Gyr.
Our results are presented in Fig. 3.4. In particular, we compare the luminosity
functions obtained using the age-metallicity relationship of Twarog (1980) and using
a fixed value of the metallicity equal to the Solar one with the observational lumi-
nosity functions of the SDSS and the SSS in the upper panels of this figure. In the
bottom panels, we show the same comparison, but this time using the metallicity law
of Casagrande et al. (2011). As in previous figures, we also show the corresponding
differences between the theoretical calculations. As can be seen, both theoretical
calculations yield almost the same results, and most importantly, the position of
the theoretical cut-off of the white dwarf luminosity function is not affected by the
adopted metallicity law, no matter if the adopted metallicity law is that of Twarog
(1980), that of Casagrande et al. (2011), or if a fixed value of the metallicity is
adopted. This, in turn, means that the age estimate of the Solar neighborhood ob-
tained from the location of the drop-off of the white dwarf luminosity function is
robust. Actually, the age difference between the theoretical calculations is rather
small. For instance, when the luminosity function of the SDSS is adopted, the age
of the disk derived using the metallicity law of Casagrande et al. (2011) is obtained
to be 9.5 Gyr. If the metallicity law of Twarog (1980) is used, however, the age
turns out to be 10 Gyr, and if a fixed value of the metallicity equal to the Solar one
is adopted, we obtain 9.8 Gyr. These ages when the adopted luminosity function is
that of the SSS are 10 Gyr for the first two cases and 10.3 Gyr for the case in which
a constant Solar metallicity with no dispersion is employed.
At first look, this result may seem surprising since at the luminosity of the cut-off
contribute the oldest white dwarfs in the Galaxy. These white dwarfs have cooling
ages, which are approximately equal to the age of the Galactic disk, and thus have
negligible main-sequence lifetimes, which translates in small metallicities for the
age-metallicity relationship of Twarog (1980). However, since these white dwarfs
have progenitors with very short main sequence lifetimes, it also means that their
progenitors are rather massive. Consequently, the steep slope of the initial mass
function prevents the formation of a large number of these stars. On the contrary,
the peak of the white dwarf luminosity function is dominated by white dwarfs of
∼ 0.6 ± 0.05M⊙, which are the bulk of white dwarfs in our Solar neighborhood,
and which have very different main sequence lifetimes (and metallicities). The net
result is that the drop-off of the white dwarf luminosity function is very abrupt, and
its position is mainly determined by otherwise typical white dwarfs. Additionally,
for the case of the metallicity law of Casagrande et al. (2011), the relatively large
dispersion of metallicities contributes to erase the metallicity dependence of stellar
lifetimes and results in a negligible dependence of the position of the drop-off of the
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Figure 3.4: Simulated white dwarf luminosity function using the metallicity law of Twarog
(1980) (top panels) and that of Casagrande et al. (2011) (bottom panels) compared to the
observational white dwarf luminosity functions of Harris et al. (2006) (left panels) and Rowell
& Hambly (2011) (right panels). As in previous figures, we also show the residuals between
the synthetic luminosity functions computed with a given metallicity law, and the luminosity
function computed adopting the Solar value (see text for details).
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Figure 3.5: Simulated white dwarf luminosity functions using the very recent metallicity law
of Casagrande et al. (2011), compared to the observed luminosity functions of the SDSS (left
panel) and the SSS (right panel). The adopted disk ages are 9.5 and 10.0 Gyr, respectively,
which are the ages that best reproduce the position of the observed cut-off of the luminosity
function. As done in previous figures, we also show the corresponding residuals.
white dwarf luminosity function on the metallicity of white dwarf progenitors.
Given that the position of the cut-off of the theoretical white dwarf luminosity
function does not depend on the adopted metallicity law, we computed the age of
the disk that best fits the observed distribution of white dwarfs. The resulting white
dwarf luminosity functions are displayed in Fig. 3.5, and the corresponding ages
are 9.5 Gyr for the case in which the white dwarf luminosity function of the SDSS
is employed, while we obtain 10.0 Gyr when the luminosity function of the SSS is
adopted. Thus, currently, the age determination of the Galactic disk using the cut-
off of the white dwarf luminosity function seems to be dominated by the relatively
small number of white dwarfs in the lowest luminosity bins. A comparison of the
SDSS and SSS luminosity functions indicates that this introduces an uncertainty of
∼ 0.5 Gyr.
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3.5 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter we explored the possible dependence of the white dwarf luminosity
function on the adopted age-metallicity relationship. Our motivation for undertaking
such a study was that most age estimators depend on the metallicity of the adopted
theoretical stellar evolutionary models, and such a study was lacking for the case
in which the age of the Galactic disk is estimated using the position of the cut-off
of the white dwarf luminosity function. Our study fills this gap. In doing so, we
used an up-to-date Monte Carlo simulator, which incorporates the most recent and
reliable prescriptions for both the main sequence lifetimes and cooling ages, as well
as the most realistic Galactic inputs. We also adopted two typical and frequently
used metallicity laws, the first one being the classical age-metallicity relationship of
Twarog (1980), which displays a monotonically increasing trend, and the metallicity
law of Casagrande et al. (2011), which does not increase as time passes by, but
instead shows a relatively large dispersion around the Solar value. Nevertheless,
before studying the role of the adopted age-metallicity relationship, we also studied
other possible effects that may eventually have a noticeable impact on the shape
of the white dwarf luminosity function. Specifically, we studied how the ratio of
non-DA to DA white dwarfs influences the shape of the luminosity function and
of its cut-off and also how the choice of the adopted theoretical degenerate cooling
sequences affects the luminosity function. We found that neither the shape of the
bright portion of the white dwarf luminosity function nor the position of its downturn
at low luminosities are noticeably affected by these inputs. More importantly, we
also found that the adopted age-metallicity relationship has a negligible impact on
the shape of the luminosity function and on the position of its drop-off. Hence, the
age estimates of the Galactic disk obtained from the number counts of low-luminosity
white dwarfs are robust, and the age differences mainly come from the way in which
low-luminosity white dwarfs are culled to obtain a nearly complete sample. For the
two most recent observational determinations of the white dwarf luminosity function
– namely, that of Harris et al. (2006), which was obtained from white dwarfs found
in the SDSS – and that of Rowell & Hambly (2011), which was derived using data
from the SSS – we obtain 9.5 Gyr and 10.0 Gyr, respectively.
Chapter 4
The LSS-GAC DA white dwarf
luminosity, mass and cumulative
age functions
4.1 Introduction
The LAMOST (Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope)
Spectroscopic Survey of the Galactic anti-center (LSS-GAC) follows a well-defined
selection criteria aiming at providing spectra for stellar sources of all colors in the
Galactic anti-center (including white dwarfs) so that they can be studied in a statisti-
cally meaningful way (Liu et al., 2014). LSS-GAC started operations in 2011 and will
provide a significantly larger sample of white dwarfs than those within 20 pc of the
Sun. In this chapter we derive preliminary observed luminosity, mass and cumulative
age functions of white dwarfs identified within the first data release of LSS-GAC,
and use our state-of-the-art Monte Carlo population synthesis code adapted to the
characteristics of the survey to simulate the white dwarf population in the Galac-
tic anti-center. We apply the LSS-GAC selection criteria to the simulated samples,
carefully evaluate all possible observational biases, and derive synthetic luminosity,
mass and cumulative age functions. This exercise allows us to perform a meaningful
comparison between the outcome of simulations and the observational data.
We first offer a description of the observed sample of white dwarfs from the
LSS-GAC Data Release (DR) 1 in Section 4.2 and in Section 4.3 we detail how
the observational white dwarf luminosity, mass and cumulative age functions are
computed. In Section 4.4 we review our numerical setup, describe the parameter
models that we test and present the obtained theoretical white dwarf luminosity,
mass and cumulative age functions. In Section 4.5 we perform a comparison between
the theoretical functions that we obtain from the different models and also compare
our findings to other observational functions. We also discuss the potential effect of
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3D atmosphere corrections or double degenerate mergers on the white dwarf mass
function and present the deduced DA white dwarf birth rate. Finally, in Section 6.6,
we summarize our calculations and present our conclusions.
4.2 The observational sample
The LSS-GAC is an important component of the LAMOST Galactic survey (Cui
et al., 2012). Targets are selected uniformly and randomly in (r, g− r) and (r, r− i)
Hess diagrams, with a faint limiting magnitude of r = 17.8 (18.5 for limited fields)
– see Liu et al. (2014). This simple yet non-trivial target selection algorithm allows
to study the stellar populations for any given type of target, such as white dwarfs.
The LSS-GAC survey is centered on the Galactic anti-center (|b| ≤ 30 deg , 150 ≤
l ≤ 210 deg) and covers an sky area of over 3,400 deg2. The g, r, i magnitudes of
the LSS-GAC targets were obtained by the Xuyi Schmidt Telescopic Photometric
Survey of the Galactic anti-center (XSTPS-GAC), which targeted ∼100million stars
under an area of about 5,400 deg2 covering the LSS-GAC survey footprint (Liu et al.,
2014).
In constructing the LSS-GAC white dwarf sample, two independent but com-
plementary routines were used Rebassa-Mansergas et al. (2016b). The first is the
χ2-template fitting method described in Rebassa-Mansergas et al. (2010), which se-
lected white dwarfs based on χ2 and signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio constraints. The
second method selected white dwarfs by applying the color cut of Girven et al.
(2011) to the g − r and r − i XSTPS-GAC colors of all LSS-GAC targets. This
resulted in a total number of 107 LSS-GAC white dwarfs, of which 92 are DA white
dwarfs. Internal tests indicated that the LSS-GAC DA white dwarf sample is ∼95%
complete. Effective temperatures and surface gravities could be confidently deter-
mined for 75 out of the 92 DA white dwarfs following the Balmer-line fitting routine
described in Rebassa-Mansergas et al. (2007). These 75 DA white dwarf constitute
the observed sample that will be used throughout this work. For stars cooler than
∼ 12, 000 K, the 3D corrections of Tremblay et al. (2013) were employed. We finally
interpolated these values in the tables from Renedo et al. (2010) and Althaus et al.
(2005a) and Althaus et al. (2007) and masses, cooling ages, absolute magnitudes G,
R, I and bolometric magnitudes (Mbol) were obtained, thus forming our observed
sample. Distances were finally obtained from the distance moduli of the targets, also
accounting for extinction (Chen et al., 2014).
Taking into account that this is a magnitude-limited survey, a correction must
be applied when computing the luminosity and mass functions. For this we used a
variant of the classical 1/Vmax method (Green, 1980), modified to take into account
the fact that each of the 16 spectrographs on every LSS-GAC plate has a different
magnitude limit (Liu et al., 2014). The resulting luminosity function is presented in
Fig. 4.1, and is compared to several recent white dwarf luminosity functions from
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different authors, showing in general a good agreement. The mass function is pre-
sented in Fig. 4.2. Three features can be identified. Firstly, a noticeable peak around
0.6M⊙, and secondly two broad features, one at 0.4M⊙ presumably attributed to
binary interactions and another one at 1M⊙, which could be a consequence of white
dwarf binary mergers (see Section 4.4.2).
4.3 Computing the observed DA white dwarf luminosity
function, mass function and formation rate
Magnitude-limited surveys such as the LSS-GAC survey are affected by selection
effects. Therefore, any parameter distribution that results from the analysis of a
given observed population is subject to observational biases. The 1/Vmax method
described in Schmidt (1968) and Green (1980) is aimed at removing these biases. In
our case this is done calculating the maximum volume in which each of the white
dwarfs in the sample would have been detected given the magnitude limits of the
LSS-GAC survey. This requires considering the lower and upper magnitude limits
of each of the 16 spectrographs of each LSS-GAC plate. For each spectrograph, the
lower and upper magnitude limits define respectively the minimum (dmin) and max-
imum (dmax) distances (and therefore minimum and maximum volumes, Vmin and
Vmax, respectively) at which the considered white dwarf would have been detected.
The total maximum volume of a white dwarf, VWD, is the sum over the individual
maximum volumes obtained from each spectrograph – see also Hu et al. (2007) and
Limoges & Bergeron (2010):
VWD = Vmax − Vmin =
nspec∑
i=1
ωi
4pi
∫ dmax
dmin
e−z/z0 4pir2dr =
= −
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z0 × ωi
|sin b|
[(
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2z0
|sin b|r +
2z20
|sin b|2
)
e
−
r|sin b|
z0
]dmax
dmin
(4.1)
where b is the Galactic latitude of the white dwarf, and ωi is the solid angle in stera-
dians covered by each spectrograph (1.2 deg2 × pi2/1802; ∑nspeci=1 ωi is the total area
observed by the survey, also in steradians). The factor e−z/z0 takes into account
the non-uniform distribution of stars in the direction perpendicular to the Galactic
disc (Felten, 1976), where z = r × sin(b) is the distance of the white dwarf from the
Galactic plane, and z0 is the scale height, which is assumed to be 250 pc (Liebert
et al., 2005a; Hu et al., 2007). In the cases where two or more spectrographs ob-
serve the same region of sky, we consider the overlapping region with the largest
volume, spanning between the smallest lower magnitude limit and the highest upper
magnitude limit of the overlapping spectrographs.
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Once VWD is calculated for each white dwarf in the observed sample the space
density of white dwarfs is simply obtained as
∑
1/VWD = 0.83± 0.16× 10−3 pc−3,
where the summation is over all the white dwarfs in the sample. The error of the
space density was obtained artificially producing 200 versions of the observed lumi-
nosity function by varying the value of the function in each bin with a random value
sampled from a Poisson distribution proportional to the error bar corresponding to
that bin. However, it has to be noted that the space density derived here represents
an absolute lower limit, as we are able to derive reliable stellar parameters for only
75 of the 92 DAs in our sample. That is, we are considering just 81 per cent of the
observed sample in the analysis. Moreover, the lowest effective temperature value
among LSS-GAC DA white dwarfs is ∼6,500 K. White dwarfs of lower effective tem-
peratures are too faint to be detected by the survey, and are therefore not accounted
for in our calculation of the space density. The space density as a function of the
bolometric magnitude Mbol, mass MWD and cooling age tc yield the white dwarf
luminosity, mass and age functions, respectively. Each of these functions is analyzed
in the following sub-sections.
The 1/Vmax method described above can be also used to quantify the complete-
ness of the observed sample, i.e. the percentage of white dwarfs that are still miss-
ing because of selection effects after applying the 1/Vmax method. This complete-
ness must not be taken as the spectroscopic completeness of the LSS-GAC sample,
which is 95% (see Section 4.2). If the sample is complete, then the average value
〈V − Vmin〉/〈Vmax − Vmin〉 should be 0.5 (Green, 1980). In this expression V is the
volume of the white dwarf as defined by its distance, i.e. the same as Eq. (4.1), but
integrating from 0 to d. In our case this quantity is 0.4, which corresponds to a
completeness of 80%. Of course, the above derived estimate of the completeness is
within the context of the magnitude limits of the LSS-GAC survey, i.e. it does not
account for populations of white dwarfs that are too faint/rare to make it into the
observed sample. Moreover, a 19% of the observed sample has not been considered
in the analysis. If we were able to constrain the stellar parameters of these white
dwarfs, then the completeness would increase.
4.3.1 The luminosity function
The LSS-GAC white dwarf luminosity function is shown in Fig. 4.1, its asso-
ciated errors are calculated following Boyle (1989). For comparison we show the
luminosity functions obtained by De Gennaro et al. (2008) for the SDSS survey,
Torres et al. (2014) for hot DAs in the SDSS – which supersedes the luminosity
function of Krzesinski et al. (2009) – and the luminosity function of Giammichele
et al. (2012) for a local and volume limited sample of white dwarfs. We note that two
more luminosity functions are available from the SDSS. Harris et al. (2006) derived
a luminosity function for photometric white dwarf candidates, and Hu et al. (2007)
did the same for Data Release 1 DA white dwarfs. However, we do not show them in
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Figure 4.1: The luminosity function of LSS-GAC DA white dwarfs and associated errors
– solid black line and solid dots. For the sake of comparison we also show the luminosity
functions obtained by De Gennaro et al. (2008) – red dashed line and red stars – Torres et al.
(2014) – blue dotted line and blue squares – and Giammichele et al. (2012) – solid gray line
and gray triangles.
Fig. 4.1 because firstly the luminosity function of Harris et al. (2006) assumes log g
= 8dex for all white dwarfs in the sample, and moreover, it very much resembles
the one of De Gennaro et al. (2008) when considering DA white dwarfs of the same
value of log g, and secondly the work of De Gennaro et al. (2008) supersedes the
analysis of Hu et al. (2007). Moreover, we decided not to show the luminosity func-
tions obtained by Liebert et al. (2005a) for the Palomar Green Survey and Limoges
& Bergeron (2010) for the KISO survey, as they also resemble the luminosity func-
tion of De Gennaro et al. (2008) but contain considerably fewer objects. Because
of completeness issues, the luminosity function derived by Rowell & Hambly (2011)
for white dwarf candidates in the Super-Cosmos survey is not included neither. To
avoid clustering of data in Fig. 4.1 we have also opted not to show the errors of all
the above mentioned luminosity functions.
Inspection of Fig. 4.1 reveals that, for Mbol ≥ 6mag, the luminosity function
derived in this work is in good agreement with the luminosity function of De Gennaro
et al. (2008). The apparent disagreement between our luminosity function and the
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Figure 4.2: The mass function of LSS-GAC DA white dwarfs.
one obtained by Giammichele et al. (2012) is likely due to the fact that the latter
study includes all white dwarfs (not only DAs) in a volume-limited local sample which
does not presumably suffer from completeness issues, and therefore the space density
is higher. ForMbol < 6mag, our luminosity function is also in broad agreement with
that of Torres et al. (2014) for hot DAs. However, the number of LSS-GAC white
dwarfs falling in these bins is too small for a meaningful comparison between the two
studies. It should be also noted that the white dwarf luminosity function actually
continues to fainter magnitudes than those shown in Fig. 4.1, however we do not
display those bins as these objects are too faint to be present in the LSS-GAC
sample.
4.3.2 The mass function
The mass function of the LSS-GAC white dwarfs is displayed in Fig. 4.2. As
expected, it shows a clear peak around 0.6M⊙. A relatively high percentage (∼ 10%)
of low-mass (<0.5M⊙) white dwarfs can also be seen. Traditionally, the existence of
these low-mass white dwarfs has been attributed to binary interactions (Liebert et al.,
2005a), and indeed it has been demonstrated that the majority of low-mass white
dwarfs are formed in binaries (Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2011; Kilic et al., 2012).
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Figure 4.3: The LSS-GAC DA white dwarf cumulative age function. The slope of a straight
line fit to the last Gyr (red dashed line) gives the average DA white dwarf formation rate.
Therefore, DA white dwarfs in those low-mass bins are expected to be components of
binaries that contain unseen companions. Inspection of Fig. 4.2 also reveals a large
fraction (∼ 30%) of massive (≥0.8M⊙) white dwarfs. A high-mass feature has also
been regularly detected in a number of studies (Liebert et al., 2005a; Kepler et al.,
2007; Kleinman et al., 2013) and it has been claimed that it arises as a consequence
of white dwarf binary mergers. Population synthesis studies however do not predict
more than ∼ 10% of the entire white dwarf population being the result of binary
mergers (Han et al., 1994; Han, 1998; Meng et al., 2008; Toonen et al., 2012; Garc´ıa-
Berro et al., 2012). Alternatively, a large number of high-mass white dwarfs in the
mass function presented here may be the consequence of large uncertainties in the
mass determinations (the mass errors of some of our objects are estimated to be
larger than 0.1 − 0.15 M⊙, which can move some objects across the corresponding
mass bins). We will further discuss the large percentage of high-mass white dwarfs
identified in our mass function in Section 4.5.4.
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4.3.3 The formation rate of DA white dwarfs
We now estimate the average DA white dwarf formation rate following the
method outlined by Hu et al. (2007). If the white dwarf formation rate is assumed
to be constant during the last Gyr, then the slope of the cumulative age function
(see Fig. 4.3) can be considered as the average formation rate. Thus, we simply fit
the cumulative age function with a straight line (the red dashed line in Fig. 4.3),
and identify the slope of 5.42 ± 0.08 × 10−13 pc−3 yr−1 of the fit as the DA white
dwarf formation rate. Inspection of Fig. 4.3 reveals that, as expected, the maximum
of the cumulative age function is 0.83×10−3 pc−3, i.e. the total LSS-GAC DA white
dwarf space density.
Numerous studies in the past two decades have obtained white dwarf formation
rates. The most recent analysis (Verbeek et al., 2013) results in a birth rate of
5.4 ± 1.5 × 10−13 pc−3 yr−1, in excellent agreement with the value estimated here.
The formation rates derived by Hu et al. (2007), 2.5−2.7×10−13 pc−3 yr−1, Liebert
et al. (2005a), 6× 10−13 pc−3 yr−1, and Holberg et al. (2002), 6× 10−13 pc−3 yr−1,
are also broadly consistent with the value estimated here. For comparison, earlier
studies yielded formation rates that are generally considerably higher – e.g., Green
1980, 20 ± 10 × 10−13 pc−3 yr−1, Weidemann 1991, 23 × 10−13 pc−3 yr−1, and
Vennes et al. 1997, 8.5±1.5×10−13 Aˆ pc−3 yr−1). This may be a consequence of the
recent improvement in quality and size of white dwarf data sets. Planetary nebulae
birth rates are also found to be higher in general – Ishida & Weinberger (1987),
80× 10−13 pc−3 yr−1, Phillips (2002), 21× 10−13 pc−3 yr−1, and Frew (2008), 8 ±
3 ×10−13 pc−3 yr−1. The discrepancy has been discussed in detail in Liebert et al.
(2005a).
4.4 The LSS-GAC simulated DA white dwarf luminos-
ity, mass and cumulative age functions
In the previous sections we presented and characterized the observed LSS-GAC
DA white dwarf sample. We also derived the DA white dwarf space density which is
used to construct the luminosity and mass functions of DA white dwarfs. Finally, we
estimated the DA white dwarf formation rate from the white dwarf cumulative age
function. In this section we simulate the LSS-GAC DA white dwarf population and
take advantage of the well-defined selection criteria employed by the LSS-GAC survey
to evaluate the fraction of simulated white dwarfs that would have been observed by
the LSS-GAC survey. This will allow us to directly compare the ensemble properties
of the observational data sets with the outcome of the simulations (see Section 4.5).
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4.4.1 Building the synthetic white dwarf sample
We provide here a brief description of the inputs for our Monte Carlo white
dwarf population synthesis code adapted to reproduce the LSS-GAC survey. A more
complete and detailed description of the population synthesis code can be found in
Chapter 2.
Stellar masses are sampled using the initial mass function (IMF) of Kroupa (2001)
and the moment at which each star is born (tborn) is obtained in accordance with a
star formation rate (SFR), assumed to be constant unless specified otherwise. The
position of each star is randomly generated from a double exponential distribution of
a constant Galactic scale height of 250p˜c and a constant scale length of 3.5 kpc. The
velocity distribution that we employ takes into account the differential rotation of
the Galaxy, the peculiar velocity of the Sun and a scale height dependent dispersion
law (Mihalas & Binney, 1981). Also, a metallicity value is assigned to each star
according to a Gaussian metallicity distribution as presented in Casagrande et al.
(2011).
In order to reproduce the LSS-GAC survey, stars are generated in a cone delimited
by −30 ≤ b ≤ 30◦ in Galactic latitude and 150 ≤ l ≤ 210◦ in Galactic longitude
(Section 4.2), with no restriction in terms of distance from the Sun. However, we
define a test cone of up to 200 pc in length, in which we interactively examine the
density of generated stellar mass until we reach a limit density value for the local
stellar population (Holmberg & Flynn, 2000). We scale this limit in order to obtain
a final restricted white dwarf sample of the same order as the observed one.
Then we introduce a 9.5 Gyr age for the thin disk (tdisk) and interpolate the main
sequence lifetimes (tMS) of the generated stars using the BaSTI grids according to
stellar mass and metallicity (Pietrinferni et al., 2004). We can compute the white
dwarf mass using the mass of the progenitor with the help of an initial-to-final mass
relation (IFMR), which will be further detailed in Section 4.4.2. We use the carbon-
oxygen white dwarf cooling sequences of Renedo et al. (2010) and Althaus et al.
(2010b) for MWD < 1.1M⊙, and for white dwarf masses above this value we employ
the tracks for oxygen-neon white dwarfs of Althaus et al. (2005a) and Althaus et al.
(2007). Finally, we convert the UBV RI magnitudes into the ugriz (Jordi et al.,
2006), taking into account the 3D Galactic extinction map of Chen et al. (2014) and
the extinction coefficients of Yuan et al. (2013).
Some of the DA white dwarf stellar parameters derived from the fits to the LSS-
GAC spectra are subject to relatively large errors. It is therefore necessary to account
for those uncertainties in the simulated white dwarf populations before comparing
the synthetic and observational data sets. The effective temperature errors of the
observed sample, which show a modest increase with increasing temperature, were
fitted by a third order polynomial such that the error for relatively cool (∼ 10, 000 K)
white dwarfs is about 300 K, increasing to ∼ 1, 000 K for white dwarfs as hot as
25, 000 K. We adopt this polynomial relation for deriving effective temperature er-
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Table 4.1: The four models assumed in this work with the aim of reproducing the observed
LSS-GAC DA white dwarf population. Model 1 is our standard model.
Model SFR IFMR Slope for the
massive regime
1 constant Catala´n et al. (2008) 0.1
2 constant Catala´n et al. (2008) 0.06
3 constant Ferrario et al. (2005) 0.1
4 bimodal Catala´n et al. (2008) 0.1
rors of our simulated white dwarfs. The observational errors of log g cluster around
∼ 0.2 dex, and we take this value as the surface gravity uncertainty of the synthetic
white dwarfs. The values of effective temperature and surface gravity for each sim-
ulated white dwarf are re-defined considering a random value within the error range
defined for the two quantities. We then interpolate new values of mass, luminosity,
cooling age, and bolometric and absolute magnitudes from the redefined Teff, and
log g values. This results in, for example, an average error in mass of ∼ 0.1M⊙
for our simulated white dwarfs. Photometric errors are also taken into account.
They are directly derived from the photometric uncertainties associated with the
XSTPS-GAC survey (Liu et al., 2014).
4.4.2 Models
As presented in Section 4.3, the observational sample exhibits several specific
features that are clearly visible in the luminosity, age and cumulative age functions of
the LSS-GAC white dwarf sample (Figs. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). We attempt to reproduce
those features as best as possible by employing the above described Monte Carlo
simulator.
Given the apparent excess of massive white dwarfs seen in the mass function
(Fig. 4.2), we attempt to reproduce this feature focusing on three parameters of the
simulations that are thought to affect the final white dwarf mass distribution, namely
the SFR, the IFMR up to an initial mass of about 6 M⊙ (the white dwarf CO-core
production regime) and the slope of this (linear) relationship for the massive (ONe-
core) white dwarf regime. We start with our fiducial model, from now on called
Model 1, which uses a constant SFR, the piece wise linear IFMR of Catala´n et al.
(2008) for the CO white dwarf regime, and a 0.1 slope for the massive regime as
proposed by Iben et al. (1997).
We then consider three additional models, in which we vary only one of the above
three parameters with respect to Model 1. In Model 2 we employ a 0.06 slope of
the IFMR for massive white dwarfs, as inspired by Weidemann (2005). In this work
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Table 4.2: The synthetic white dwarf populations are passed through consecutive steps of
filtering that gradually reduce the number of surviving objects. We show here an example
for one of the 10 performed realizations of Model 2 (Table 4.1). In the last two columns we
indicate the percentage of white dwarfs that survive respect to the previous step and the
percentage of white dwarfs that survive respect to the initial population, respectively.
Filter NWD % %
Initial sample 5507
Step 1 Selection Criteria 1358 25 25
Step 2 GAC plates + mag. limits 250 18 0.04
+ fibre allocation
Step 3 S/N ≥5 105 42 0.02
Step 4 Completeness + spectral fit 81 77 0.015
it was suggested to use an unsteady IFMR. The reason for decreasing the value
of the slope of the relationship is to expand the range of initial masses that can
produce massive white dwarfs (over 1 M⊙) in the hope of reproducing the observed
excess of these white dwarfs. In order to ensure the continuity of the IFMR over the
entire white dwarf mass range and to be consistent with the upper carbon-oxygen
white dwarf mass limit, we consider that all stars with masses between 6 and 11 M⊙
become white dwarfs of core masses ranging from 1.1 to 1.4 M⊙, which neatly gives
a 0.06 slope. Extending the mass range up to 1.4 M⊙ is not correct, given that
a white dwarf that massive would most likely explode (Ritossa et al., 1999), but
for the purposes of the current test is an acceptable assumption. Model 3 uses the
IFMR of Ferrario et al. (2005) for the carbon-oxygen regime, which, according to
the authors, results in a better agreement with the white dwarf mass distribution as
compared to when a linear fit is used. In Model 4 we use the bimodal SFR proposed
by Rowell (2013) with two broad peaks at around 2 and 7 Gyr ago, which should
favor an increase in the number of massive white dwarfs during the last 2 Gyr given
their shorter main sequence lifetimes. For each model we perform 10 individual
realizations, and we compute the ensemble average of all the relevant quantities. A
summary of the input parameters used for each model is given in Table 4.1.
4.4.3 The selection function
Once the synthetic DA white dwarf samples have been obtained for the different
models outlined in the previous section, it becomes necessary to evaluate which of
those synthetic white dwarfs would have been observed by the LSS-GAC survey.
Here, we describe how the selection process is performed.
The first step is to evaluate the effect of the LSS-GAC target selection criteria
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(Section 4.2). This is done independently for each of the 10 realizations of each
model. For this purpose, the g, r, and i magnitudes of all white dwarfs of a given
synthetic population are embedded within the XSTPS-GAC photometric catalog
and the selection criteria is then applied to the entire resulting population. The
magnitude limits of the LSS-GAC survey are 14 ≤ r ≤ 18.5mag (Section 4.2), and
within those limits the LSS-GAC criteria efficiently selects 80 − 85% of the total
simulated white dwarf population , depending on the model. This fraction increases
to 85− 90% if we consider 14mag ≤ r ≤ 18mag. The high success rate of selecting
white dwarfs is not unexpected, considering that the LSS-GAC survey is specifically
developed to efficiently target stars of all colors, including blue objects such as white
dwarfs (Section 4.2).
In a second step we evaluate which of the simulated white dwarfs that are selected
by the LSS-GAC criteria fall within the field of view (5 deg2) of the LSS-GAC plates
actually executed. If this is the case, an additional condition is that the simulated
white dwarfs are required to fulfill the magnitude limits of the plates/spectrographs,
otherwise they would not have been observed. In practice, we consider the distances
between the position defined by the right ascension and declination of each simulated
white dwarf and the central positions of the 16 spectrographs of the plate where the
synthetic white dwarf falls (also defined by their right ascensions and declinations)
and evaluate whether or not the r magnitude of the synthetic white dwarf is within
the magnitude limits of the nearest spectrograph. If all those conditions are passed,
we then consider the probability of a given target to be allocated a fiber (some fibers
are used for sky observations). This probability is simply given by Nspec/(Nspec +
Nsky), and is generally ∼0.9. In this expression Nspec is the number of target spectra
observed by the spectrograph, and Nsky is the number of fibers allocated for sky
observations.
If the synthetic white dwarfs survive all the previously explained filtering we
consider the LSS-GAC survey would have observed them. Therefore, in a third
step we consider the probability for each simulated white dwarf to have a LAMOST
spectrum of S/N ratio ≥ 5 in both the blue and red arms. For each synthetic
white dwarf we calculate the fluxes from their associated g and r magnitudes, add
and subtract a 5% of flux in each case and calculate the magnitudes that result
from this exercise (g+, g− and r+, r−, where the suffixes + and − indicate that we
have added and subtracted the 5% of the corresponding flux). We then consider all
targets observed by the corresponding spectrograph (i.e. the spectrograph where the
simulated white dwarf falls) having g− < g < g+ and r− < r < r+, and calculate
the median S/N ratio of their LSS-GAC spectra in the two bands. If no observed
spectra are found satisfying the above magnitude ranges, or if one of the median
S/N ratios < 5, the synthetic white dwarf is then excluded from the analysis. This
exercise takes into account nigh-to-night variations of S/N ratio that may arise e.g.
from varying observing conditions, as the S/N is evaluated specifically for objects
observed during the same night with the same plate/spectrograph, and of similar
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magnitudes as the simulated white dwarf of concern.
Finally, in a fourth step we take into account the spectroscopic completeness of
the observed sample (the fraction of LSS-GAC DA white dwarfs that we have iden-
tified among all DA white dwarfs observed) as well as consider the fact that we are
not able to obtain reliable stellar parameters for 19 per cent of the observed sample.
We have estimated a completeness of ∼ 95% (Section 4.2). Therefore we randomly
exclude 5% of all synthetic white dwarfs that passed the previous filters. After this
correction, we proceed by randomly excluding 19% of the surviving systems.
In order to minimize the effects of the random exclusion of synthetic white dwarfs,
we repeat steps two to four 20 times per model realization. Given that each of the
four models considered (Table 4.1) counts 10 realizations, we obtain 200 different
final synthetic populations for each model. The number of simulated white dwarfs
that pass the entire selection process described above vary slightly from model to
model (and realization to realization) and yields synthetic samples of 65–85 objects,
similar to the number of white dwarfs in the observed sample, 75 DA white dwarfs.
An example of how the number of synthetic white dwarfs gradually decreases as they
are passed through each of the filters of our selection process is shown in Table 4.2. In
a final step we use bootstrapping techniques to produce synthetic samples of the same
number of objects as the observed one. The final luminosity, mass and cumulative
age functions for each model are the result of averaging the 200 individual functions
derived from each of the independent realizations. These are shown in Figs. 4.5, 4.6
and 4.8, respectively, where we also include the luminosity, mass and cumulative age
functions derived from the observational sample. A comparison of the synthetic and
observed functions is presented and discussed in detail in the next section.
4.5 Discussion
In this section we compare the luminosity, mass and cumulative age functions
(i.e. birth rates) that result from our numerical simulations to those derived ob-
servationally. Before comparing in detail the numerical and observed functions, we
compare the white dwarf populations obtained from each of the models employed
here. We also estimate the number of DA white dwarfs that the LSS-GAC will
eventually observe.
4.5.1 The final expected number of LSS-GAC DA white dwarfs
The LSS-GAC selection criteria (Section 4.2) applied to our simulated white
dwarf populations results in∼ 80-85% of the synthetic DA white dwarfs falling within
the magnitude limits of the survey being selected for observations (Section 4.4.3).
The total number of white dwarfs generated by each model oscillates between 3,800
and 3,900, which reduces to 2,130–2,160 if we consider the magnitude limits of the
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LSS-GAC. This implies that, on average, ∼1,700-1,850 DA white dwarfs could be
potentially observed at the end of the survey, depending on the assumed model.
We have shown that ∼ 50% of our synthetic DA white dwarfs would have S/N≥5
if observed by the LSS-GAC (see Table 4.2). This percentage is expected to increase
up to ∼2/3 for the data release 2 (and subsequent releases) of LSS-GAC spectra.
The number of LSS-GAC DA white dwarfs expected to have spectra of S/N≥5 at
the end of the survey is thus NDA =(1,700–1,850 − Nobs) × 2/3 ≃ 1,070–1,170,
where Nobs = 92, i.e. the number of currently observed DA white dwarfs. Consider-
ing spectroscopic completeness and spectral fitting effects (Section 4.4.3, Table 4.2),
which exclude ∼ 25% of the DA white dwarf spectra with S/N≥5, the final number
of LSS-GAC DA white dwarfs with available and reliable stellar parameters at the
end of the survey is expected to be ≃800–875, i.e. approximately one order of mag-
nitude higher than the current number of observed LSS-GAC DA white dwarfs with
reliable stellar parameters.
4.5.2 Effects of observational uncertainties
We have employed four different models to simulate the white dwarf population in
the Galactic anti-center with the aim of constraining what set of assumptions (SFR,
IFMR,. . . ) fits better the observational data. As expected, the intrinsic properties of
the simulated populations differed from model to model. However, these properties
are changed when the observational uncertainties are incorporated (Section 4.4.1).
For example, the simulated mass distributions become broader and lose detail, and
more importantly, peak at larger values – for instance, for Model 2 the median of
the distribution shifts from 0.57M⊙ to 0.60M⊙). Hence, incorporating observational
uncertainties results in less prominent differences between the synthetic white dwarf
parameter distributions.
This is more accentuated when we take into account the selection biases. In order
to illustrate these effects together, in Fig. 4.4 we show the correlations between the
effective temperatures, masses, cooling ages and distances for the synthetic popula-
tion (red stars) and compare them to those obtained from the observational sample
(black dots). For the sake of clarity we chose one typical realization of our Model 1,
although very similar results are obtained for the rest of the realizations and models.
It becomes obvious that the model reproduces well the observational data, and that
the correlations between the considered parameters follow the same pattern as the
observational ones.
4.5.3 The luminosity function
Fig. 4.5 shows the luminosity functions derived from our simulated samples, as
well as that deduced from the observational data. The uncertainties in the sim-
ulated functions were derived in the same way as it was done for the observed
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Figure 4.4: Effective temperatures, masses, distances and cooling ages correlations of the 75
LSS-GAC DA white dwarfs (black dots) compared to those of a typical realization of our
Monte Carlo simulatior described in Section 4.4 (red stars). As can be seen, the degree of
overlap of the synthetic sample and the observational one is excellent in all six panels.
one (Section 4.3.1). The space densities obtained for models 1, 2, 3 and 4, are
0.96 ± 0.19, 0.98 ± 0.21, 1.16 ± 0.20 and 1.06 ± 0.20 × 10−3 pc−3, respectively. Al-
though these values are slightly larger than the space density derived from the ob-
servations (0.83 ± 0.16 × 10−3 pc−3, they perfectly agree within the observational
errors. It is evident that there is an overall good agreement (within the error bars)
between the simulated and the observed luminosity functions, except at Mbol 2 and
6mag, where the observed luminosity function predicts a considerably larger space
density. It has to be noted, however, that the number of targets falling within bins
of Mbol < 7mag is small (18% of the total observed sample). Hence, the observed
luminosity function in those high luminosity bins is subject to low number statistics
and the apparent increase of the observed luminosity function at those specific bins
should be taken with some caution. A further inspection of Fig. 4.5 reveals that,
because of the reasons explained above (Section 4.5.2), no model seems to have an
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Figure 4.5: Simulated DA white dwarf luminosity functions (gray solid lines) for the models
considered in Section 4.4.2 – see Table 4.1. The observed LSS-GAC white dwarf luminosity
function is shown by the black solid line.
obvious advantage over the rest of models in reproducing the observational data.
4.5.4 The mass function
After applying the LSS-GAC target selection criteria and the target selection
process described in Section 4.4.3 to our simulated populations, the mass functions
yielded by all simulations are rather similar (Fig. 4.6). In addition, synthetic (single)
white dwarfs of masses as low as 0.35M⊙ are now possible as a consequence of
incorporating observational uncertainties. This effect partly explains the apparent
over-abundance of low-mass (. 0.45M⊙) white dwarfs in the observed mass function
(black solid line in Fig. 4.2). Alternatively, a relative large fraction of low-mass
white dwarfs in the observed sample could be the result of binary star evolution
(Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2011). The companions are likely to be cooler and/or
more massive white dwarfs, or low-mass late-type main sequence stars, although
other exotic companions such as brown dwarfs cannot be ruled out.
It is also clear that none of our models manages to completely reproduce the
observed behavior at high mass bins, i.e. the fraction of massive white dwarfs (>
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Figure 4.6: Simulated DA white dwarf mass functions resulting from the four models consid-
ered (gray histogram) compared with the observed LSS-GAC white dwarf mass distribution
(white histogram).
0.8M⊙) relative to those of typical mass (0.6M⊙). This fraction is larger in the
observed sample (a fraction of 0.29 for the observed sample while models 1 to 4 have
fractions of 0.18, 0.16, 0.21 and 0.16, respectively). We discuss possible explanations
of this feature below.
4.5.5 The initial-to-final mass relation
The currently available IFMRs have been derived from observational data that
exhibit a large scatter in the initial-to-final mass diagram – see, for example, Fig. 1
of Catala´n et al. (2008). In one of our models we have investigated the effect of
varying the slope of the IFMR for producing a wider range of massive white dwarfs
(see Section 4.4.2 and Table 4.1). We have also explored the effect of employing the
IFMR of Ferrario et al. (2005). To further investigate the impact of the large scatter
in the initial-to-final mass diagram to the simulated mass function, two additional
models (Models 5 and 6) that take into account the error bars of the IFMR of Catala´n
et al. (2008) have been considered. In this way the IFMR is virtually moved “up” in
one model and “down” in the other model. The remaining free parameters of Models
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5 and 6 are the same as for our standard model (Table 4.1). The results show that
the mass functions obtained from these two models do not differ significantly from
those shown in Fig. 4.6 and are therefore unable of reproducing the high-mass excess
present in the observed mass function.
4.5.6 S/N ratio and 3D model atmosphere correction effects
Two additional plausible explanations for the large fraction of massive white
dwarfs observed are effects of limited S/N ratios and 3D model atmosphere correc-
tions. We discuss them in the following paragraphs.
The LSS-GAC spectra considered in this work have a minimum S/N ratio of
5. It is therefore possible that some systematic uncertainties in the white dwarf
stellar parameters result as a consequence of the relatively low S/N ratio of some
white dwarf spectra. This may lead to the masses of some white dwarfs being
overestimated. In order to investigate this possibility we re-derive the observed mass
function excluding all systems with spectra having a S/N ratio below 8. This leaves
us with 56 DA white dwarfs. We decided not to increase the S/N threshold to larger
values because otherwise the number of massive (fainter and with systematically
lower S/N ratios) white dwarfs that would survive the cut would be severely reduced.
The mass function that results from this exercise does not differ significantly from
the one obtained using the full sample, and displays a large fraction of massive white
dwarfs as well. Therefore, the S/N ratio effects are unlikely the cause of the observed
excess of massive white dwarfs.
The DA white dwarf sample analyzed in this work includes cool white dwarfs
for which we have applied the 3D model atmosphere corrections to their stellar
parameters deduced from 1D model atmosphere fitting. This provides us with the
effective temperature and surface gravity, hence with their mass. If those corrections
are somehow incorrect, they may lead to an apparent overabundance of massive
white dwarfs. To explore this possibility we re-derived the mass function excluding
all white dwarfs in our sample with an effective temperature below 13, 000K. This
results in a sub-sample of 60 DA white dwarfs. The mass function deduced from
this sub-sample again presents a clear overabundance of massive white dwarfs. We
therefore find that the overabundance of massive white dwarfs is unlikely caused by
the possible effects related to the 3D model atmosphere corrections.
4.5.7 Double degenerate mergers
An exciting possible explanation for the excess of high-mass white dwarfs in the
observed mass function is that a relatively large fraction of those stars is the result of
mergers of two low-mass white dwarfs (Marsh et al., 1997; Vennes, 1999). Although
no population synthesis study hitherto predicts such a large fraction of high-mass
white dwarfs as the outcome of white dwarf mergers (e.g. Han et al., 1994; Han,
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Figure 4.7: Normalized LSS-GAC DA white dwarf mass function (gray solid histogram)
compared withe the normalized mass distribution of DA white dwarfs from the local and
volume-limited sample of Giammichele et al. (2012) (red dashed histogram).
1998; Meng et al., 2008; Toonen et al., 2012), this scenario has been adopted in some
of the previous observational studies (e.g. Liebert et al., 2005a; Giammichele et al.,
2012). To further investigate this hypothesis we compare in Fig. 4.7 the normalized
mass function obtained in this work with the normalized mass distribution of DA
white dwarfs in the local, volume-limited sample of Giammichele et al. (2012). In
becomes obvious that the peak at 0.6M⊙ is less pronounced in our normalized mass
function, an effect likely related to the fact that we are subject to larger observational
uncertainties which broaden the distribution. Interestingly, whilst the high-mass
peak in the normalized mass distribution of Giammichele et al. (2012) is found at
1M⊙, our normalized mass function shows two apparent peaks at the 0.9 and 1.1M⊙
bins, and reflects a scarcity of systems at the 1M⊙ bin. Although this discrepancy
is likely due to our larger uncertainties, which are sufficient to shift objects across
bins, both studies favor the hypothesis that an excess of massive white dwarfs seems
to exist.
The large white dwarf merger rate suggested by the current work indicates that
an even larger number of close white dwarf binaries may exist in the Galaxy that
have not yet merged. Those close binaries could be a main source of gravitational
waves to be detected by future facilities such as the space interferometer eLISA
(Nelemans, 2013; Aznar-Sigua´n et al., 2014; Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 2005; Lore´n-Aguilar
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Figure 4.8: Simulated DA white dwarf cumulative age functions resulting from the four
models considered (dashed line) compared with the LSS-GAC DA white dwarf cumulative
age function (solid line).
et al., 2005). Therefore, indirect support in favor of the merger scenario may be
obtained by analyzing the population of close double white dwarfs that eLISA will
discover.
4.5.8 The average DA white dwarf formation rate
The cumulative age functions derived from our simulated populations are illus-
trated in Fig. 4.8, where the observed cumulative age function is also displayed.
There is an overall good agreement between our simulations and the observations
for cooling ages up to 1Gyr, except perhaps for our model 4, which seems to sys-
tematically overestimate the space density for cooling age bins <0.4Gyr (note that
in model 4 we are employing a bimodal star formation rate). For cooling ages larger
than 1Gyr the discrepancies between the models and the observations arise due to
the scarcity of white dwarfs at those specific cooling ages.
Fitting the simulated cumulative age functions with a straight line (see Sec-
tion 4.3.3) we derive average DA white dwarf formation rates of 6.04±0.05, 6.42±0.05,
5.85±0.02 and 5.97±0.04 ×10−13 pc−3 yr−1 for models 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
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These values agree with the average formation rate derived from our observations
within the errors (5.42 ± 0.08 × 10−13 pc−3 yr−1, see Section 4.3.3. Because of the
observational uncertainties (Section 4.5.2), we find that no model seems to have an
obvious advantage over the rest in reproducing the observational data.
4.6 Summary and conclusions
The recently initiated LAMOST Spectroscopic Survey of the Galactic anti-center,
the LSS-GAC, selects targets for spectroscopic observations following a well-defined
criteria. This significant advantage over previous surveys has allowed us to present
a well-characterised magnitude-limited sample of 92 LSS-GAC hydrogen-rich (DA)
white dwarfs from the data release 1. Our catalog is expected to be ∼ 95% com-
plete. We have determined the stellar parameters (surface gravity, effective temper-
ature and mass), absolute and bolometric magnitudes, and distances of 75 DA white
dwarfs. Taking into account volume corrections we have derived an absolute lower
limit for the space density of DA white dwarfs of 0.83± 0.16× 10−3 pc−3. We have
also obtained preliminary observed LSS-GAC DA white dwarf luminosity, mass and
cumulative age functions. The luminosity function resembles those found in previous
observational studies. The mass function reveals an excess of massive white dwarfs.
Finally, the DA white dwarf formation rate derived from the cumulative age function
is 5.42± 0.08×10−13 pc−3 yr−1, in good agreement with other recent studies.
We have simulated the DA white dwarf population in the Galactic Anti-center
using an existing Monte Carlo code adapted to the characteristics of the LSS-GAC
survey. For this purpose, and specially aiming at reproducing the observed excess
of massive white dwarfs, we have employed four different models. All those models
take into account the observational uncertainties, both spectroscopic (i.e. we incor-
porate errors in the stellar parameters of our simulated white dwarfs based on the
observational errors) and photometric. We find that the LSS-GAC criteria selects
∼ 80 − 85% of all simulated white dwarfs with 14 ≤ r ≤ 18.5mag (the magnitude
limits of the survey) in each model, thus providing robust evidence for the high effi-
ciency of LSS-GAC in targeting white dwarfs. Once the observational uncertainties
have been taken into account in our simulations, the distribution of stellar parame-
ters are very similar for all models. We find that all our simulations reproduce well
the observed luminosity function, however no particular model seems to fit better
the data.
None of our considered models is able to reproduce the observed excess of massive
DA white dwarfs. We have investigated possible explanations for this feature and
concluded that a plausible scenario is that a sizable fraction of those massive white
dwarfs are products of mergers of two initially lower-mass white dwarfs. If that is
the case, then the white dwarf merger rate in our Galaxy is considerably higher
than currently assumed. This may have important implications for the production
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of Type Ia supernovae via the double-degenerate channel.
Finally, it is important as well to emphasize that although our study represents
an important step forward towards unveiling the underlying population of DA white
dwarfs in the Galaxy, the size of the LSS-GAC sample is still small, and that the
stellar parameters we derived for some objects are subject to relatively large uncer-
tainties. Forthcoming LSS-GAC data releases are expected to increase the number of
DA white dwarfs by one order of magnitude. In addition, the quality of the LAMOST
spectra will improve, which will reduce the uncertainties in the stellar parameter de-
terminations. We will hence derive updated luminosity and mass functions and DA
white dwarf formation rates at the end of the survey.
Chapter 5
Revisiting the halo white dwarf
luminosity function
5.1 Introduction
White dwarfs are the evolutionary remnant of stars of intermediate and low
masses at the zero-age main sequence. The upper limit for a main-sequence star
to evolve to a white dwarf is still the matter of some debate, but it is estimated
to be ∼ 10M⊙ (Becker & Iben, 1979, 1980; Miyaji et al., 1980; Renzini & Voli,
1981; Nomoto, 1984; Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 1997; Poelarends et al., 2008). Thus, given
the shape of the initial mass function it is expected that the vast majority of the
remnants of the evolution of single stars will be white dwarfs. Since white dwarfs are
numerous, have well-studied properties (Althaus et al., 2010a), and long evolutionary
timescales, they are the most suitable tool to study the properties of old populations,
like the Galactic stellar spheroid. Moreover, our knowledge of the physics controlling
the evolution of white dwarfs relies on solid grounds, since the basic principle of their
evolution is a well understood and relatively simple cooling process. Although this
basic principle of the theory of white dwarf cooling has remained unaltered in recent
decades, we now have very sophisticated and accurate stellar evolutionary models
that allow us to perform precise cosmochronology, and to characterize the ensemble
properties of several white dwarf populations, like those of the Galactic disk – see
Cojocaru et al. (2014), and references therein, for a recent work on this subject –
and of the system of Galactic open (Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 2010; Bellini et al., 2010;
Bedin et al., 2010) and globular clusters (Hansen et al., 2002, 2013; Garc´ıa-Berro
et al., 2014).
We now also have accurate white dwarf cooling tracks for white dwarfs descending
from very low-metallicity progenitors (Miller Bertolami et al., 2013; Althaus et al.,
2015). These cooling tracks improve upon those used in the early and pioneering
calculations of Isern et al. (1998) and Garc´ıa-Berro et al. (2004), and in the more
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recent calculation of van Oirschot et al. (2014). These evolutionary sequences have
been self-consistently evolved from the zero-age main sequence, through the red giant
and thermally pulsing AGB phases to the white dwarf regime, and have revealed the
important role of residual hydrogen burning in the atmospheres of low-mass white
dwarfs, a physical process that needs verification.
Here we aim to produce synthetic samples of the population of halo white dwarfs
using the most up-to-date physical inputs and prescriptions for the Galactic spheroid
and compare them with the current observational data. The present chapter is
organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we briefly describe the numerical tools employed
in this work. It is followed by Section 5.3, where we first discuss the effects of residual
hydrogen burning, the adopted initial mass function, the assumed density profile for
the Galactic halo, of a population of unresolved binary white dwarfs, and the star
formation history. Finally, in Section 5.4, we summarize our calculations and draw
our conclusions.
5.2 A brief description of the numerical set up
In the following, we describe the most important inputs of our standard model.
We follow the general prescription for the Galactic stellar halo presented in Sec-
tion 2.3.2. We compute the main-sequence lifetime for each progenitor star, adopt-
ing a set of evolutionary sequences with metallicity Z = 0.0001, which together with
the age of the population (for which in our reference model we adopted 13.7Gyr),
and the progenitor mass, allowed us to determine which stars have had time to be-
come white dwarfs. We then obtained the corresponding masses and cooling ages
for each simulated white dwarf. We employ full evolutionary sequences, that is, the
progenitor and white dwarf cooling evolutionary tracks, of Althaus et al. (2015).
These were obtained from self-consistent evolutionary calculations and expand the
previous calculations of Miller Bertolami et al. (2013). Hence, the main-sequence
lifetimes, the relationship linking the progenitor and white dwarf masses, and the
cooling ages are all self-consistently computed using an homogeneous evolutionary
framework. This represents a clear improvement over the most recent calculations
of this kind, as we employed self-consistent evolutionary models of the right metal-
licity, which incorporate state-of-the-art prescriptions for all the relevant physical
processes. Our calculations incorporate a fraction of 20% of non-DA white dwarfs,
for which we employ theoretical cooling sequences for white dwarfs with pure helium
atmospheres. We elaborate on the cooling tracks employed here in Section 5.2.1. Us-
ing these values we derived the stellar parameters of each white dwarf in the synthetic
sample. Namely, we computed its luminosity, effective temperature, surface gravity,
and magnitudes in the different passbands. A standard model of Galactic absorption
was also used (Hakkila et al., 1997) to obtain reliable apparent magnitudes.
Our synthetic white dwarf sample is then passed through a series of filters that
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Table 5.1: Number of synthetic white dwarfs that survive the different observational cuts for
a typical Monte Carlo realization of our standard model.
Filter NWD %
Initial sample 592 199 100
µmin cut 8,952 1.5
12 < r59F < 19.75 111 0.02
RPMD cut 111 0.02
Vtan > 200 km s
−1 77 0.01
mimic the selection criteria employed to observationally select halo white dwarfs in
a real sample. These filters are described in detail in Section 5.2.2. After this pro-
cedure is followed the white dwarf luminosity function can be computed, except for
a normalization factor. We chose to normalize the theoretical results to the density
of white dwarfs in the highest density bin with finite error bars of the observational
luminosity function, Mbol = 15.75. This is, in fact, equivalent to normalizing the
luminosity function to the total population density, given that this bin practically
dominates the stellar counts. In our fiducial model only single white dwarfs were
considered, however, we also explored models with a fraction of unresolved binaries
in our calculations. In addition, our simulations also include a careful exploration of
the effects of other inputs, which is further explained in Section 5.3.
5.2.1 Cooling tracks
White dwarf progenitors in the Galactic halo are characterized by a significantly
low metallicity. In the solar vicinity, the halo metallicity distribution function peaks
at [Fe/H]∼ −1.5 dex. Actually, Frebel & Norris (2013) and Carollo et al. (2010)
found that the Galactic halo has a dual population. The first of these halo popula-
tions peaks at [Fe/H]∼ −1.6 dex, whereas the second one peaks at [Fe/H]∼ −2.2 dex.
All in all, it is clear that to adequately capture the essential properties of this metal-
poor population, a set of cooling sequences of white dwarfs with hydrogen-rich at-
mospheres descending from low-metallicity progenitors is needed.
We interpolate the cooling times using the set of evolutionary sequences of Al-
thaus et al. (2015). These cooling sequences were computed considering stable,
residual hydrogen shell burning in white dwarf atmospheres during the white dwarf
stage, although they also provide a set of cooling tracks in which this physical mech-
anism is disregarded. This is an important issue, since Miller Bertolami et al. (2013)
showed that although in most cases residual hydrogen burning is not a significant
source of energy, for white dwarfs with hydrogen atmospheres descending from pro-
genitors with very low metallicity it can become a dominant source of energy, and can
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delay significantly white dwarf cooling. This effect is more noticeable for low-mass
white dwarfs with luminosities ranging from log(L/L⊙) = −2 to −4. As mentioned,
we consider that adopting this set of sequences represents a clear improvement with
respect to the most recent calculation of the luminosity of halo white dwarfs (van
Oirschot et al., 2014), which employed evolutionary sequences for progenitors of solar
metallicity.
Although the evolutionary sequences for white dwarfs with hydrogen-rich atmo-
spheres that we adopt here are a clear improvement over previous attempts to model
the population of single white dwarfs in the Galactic halo, a cautionary remark is in
order here. There is solid evidence that old stellar systems exhibit an enhancement
of α elements (Aller & Greenstein, 1960; Wallerstein, 1962). While this kind of en-
hancement has virtually no effects on the evolutionary timescales of initially low-mass
stars, they can play a role in the evolution of intermediate-mass stars. In particular,
the resulting total metallicity is larger than that obtained by assuming a solar-scaled
composition and, because of the increase of the oxygen abundance, the global abun-
dance of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen is larger than the corresponding solar-scaled
abundance. This, in turn, has an effect on the evolutionary timescales of the progen-
itor stars of typical white dwarfs. A more rigorous treatment of low-metallicity stars
should require the inclusion of α-enhanced initial chemical compositions to compute
the stellar sequences. Our evolutionary sequences do not take this enhancement into
account, but we estimate that the effects of including it in the calculation of the white
dwarf luminosity function is limited. In particular, we checked that the differences
of progenitor lifetimes and resulting white dwarf masses between the solar-scaled
sequences and α-enhanced ones are smaller than 1% (Pietrinferni et al., 2006) for
the metallicities and progenitor masses relevant to our study. Hence, our results are
almost insensitive to the adopted metal ratios.
Finally, we employed the cooling sequences of Althaus et al. (2005a) and Althaus
et al. (2007) for more massive oxygen-neon white dwarfs, whereas we used the cooling
tracks of Bergeron et al. (2011) for white dwarfs with pure helium atmospheres. In
both cases, the white dwarf evolutionary sequences correspond to progenitors of solar
metallicity. This, of course, is not a self-consistent treatment, but nevertheless we
judge that the effects on the computed white dwarf luminosity functions should be
modest – see below for a detailed discussion.
5.2.2 The observational sample and selection cuts
We compare our results with the most recent and statistically relevant observa-
tional halo white dwarf luminosity function (Rowell & Hambly, 2011). This observa-
tional luminosity function was derived from a sample of 93 halo white dwarfs detected
in the SuperCosmos Sky Survey (SSS). The SSS is an advanced photographic plate-
digitizing machine, using plates taken with the UK Schmidt telescope (UKST), the
ESO Schmidt telescope, and the Palomar Schmidt telescope. The resulting cata-
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logs were compiled by digitizing several generations of photographic Schmidt plates.
The survey uses a photometric system that has three passbands: bJ, r59F, and iN
(Hambly et al., 2001). Employing data from several generations of plates, Rowell
& Hambly (2011) constructed a catalog of ∼ 10,000 white dwarfs with magnitudes
down to r59F ∼ 19.75, and proper motions as low as µ ∼ 0.05 yr−1, covering nearly
three quarters of the sky. Using strict velocity cuts, the authors isolated subsam-
ples of white dwarfs belonging to the thin disk, thick disk, and halo populations,
and presented observational white dwarf luminosity functions for each one of these
populations.
In our study, we distinguish between the complete sample of synthetic halo white
dwarfs and a restricted sample. The latter is obtained by replicating the observa-
tional selection criteria adopted to derive the observed halo white dwarf luminos-
ity function of the SSS. First, a proper motion cut, depending on the bJ mag-
nitude, is applied. This proper motion cut is given by the following expression:
µ > 5(σmaxµ (bJ) + 0.002), where σµ is the standard deviation in the proper motion
measurements. Also, a magnitude cut is imposed, 12 < r59F < 19.75. Next, a cut in
the reduced proper motion diagram is performed, selecting only objects below and
blueward of a reduced proper motion corresponding to Vtan = 30 km s
−1. Lastly, to
separate the halo population, a tangential velocity cut is used. Specifically, we only
select stars with tangential velocities Vtan > 200 km s
−1. Finally, we also impose an
upper limit on the tangential velocity of 400 km s−1 to prevent selecting stars with
velocities larger than the escape velocity of the Galaxy.
5.3 Results
In this section, we compare the results of our simulations to the halo luminosity
function of Rowell & Hambly (2011), and we study the sensitivity of the theoretical
white dwarf luminosity function to different model inputs.
To start with, we discuss how the observational selection criteria affect the size
of the synthetic samples. This is done with the help of Table 5.1. In this table,
we list for our reference model the number of white dwarfs in the original synthetic
sample (first row), and in subsequent rows we list the number of white dwarfs that
survive the different cuts. As is shown in Table 5.1, only 1.5% of the synthetic
stars survive the proper motion cut. After applying the magnitude cut, we are left
with 111 synthetic stars, representing about 0.02% of the original sample. For this
particular realization, the reduced proper motion cut does not further decrease the
number of simulated white dwarfs, whereas the filter in tangential velocities even
further reduces the number of simulated stars to about 0.01% of the original sample,
to 77 white dwarfs, a number comparable with that found observationally.
To compare our results with those of van Oirschot et al. (2014), we only culled
white dwarfs using the tangential velocity cut, as they did. Using only this selection
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Figure 5.1: Halo white dwarf luminosity function for our fiducial Galactic model. The
top panel shows the theoretical white dwarf luminosity function obtained when the cooling
sequences incorporating residual hydrogen burning are employed (open circles). We also
show, with solid squares, the observed halo luminosity function of Rowell & Hambly (2011).
The bottom panel shows the residuals between the observed luminosity function and the
theoretical calculations, ∆ = 2(Nobs −Nsim)/(Nobs +Nsim).
criterion, the size of the restricted sample is much larger. In particular, when this
procedure is adopted it results in a restricted sample which is 63% of the initial
sample. Obviously, the advantage of this large synthetic sample is that it is compa-
rable to the complete sample, producing a smooth luminosity function that faithfully
preserves the intricacies of the adopted model. However, the main drawback of only
adopting this selection criterion is that the resulting sample is ultimately not directly
comparable to the observational sample. Our sample, in contrast, is comparable to
the observational sample.
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Figure 5.2: White dwarf luminosity functions when only hydrogen-rich synthetic white dwarfs
are generated in the Monte Carlo simulation. The bottom panel shows, with solid squares,
the residuals between our standard model, in which a fraction of 20% of non-DA white
dwarfs was employed, and, with hollow circles, that in which this percentage is zero, ∆ =
2(Nstd −Nno−DA)/(Nstd +Nno−DA), respectively.
The top panel of Fig. 5.1 shows the white dwarf luminosity function of our ref-
erence model with open circles, and the observed luminosity function of Rowell &
Hambly (2011) with solid squares, while we show the corresponding residuals in the
bottom panel. As is shown in the figure, the agreement between the theoretical
results and the observed data is very good. Our fiducial model reproduces not only
the observed slope of the white dwarf luminosity function, but also accounts for the
scarcity of halo white dwarfs at very low luminosities (Mbol > 17). This indicates
that our Monte Carlo code correctly reproduces the selection criteria employed by
Rowell & Hambly (2011).
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Figure 5.3: Same as Fig. 5.1 for the case in which residual hydrogen burning is not considered.
The bottom panel shows the residuals between the luminosity function computed using our
standard cooling sequences and that obtained when residual hydrogen burning is artificially
ignored, ∆ = 2(Nstd −Nno−H)/(Nstd +Nno−H).
In a second step, we checked the sensitivity of our synthetic white dwarf lumi-
nosity function with our choice of cooling sequences for massive, oxygen-neon white
dwarfs, and non-DA white dwarfs. For these stars we employed a set of cooling
sequences of solar metallicity. Specifically, we assessed the final number of these
white dwarfs in the restricted sample, that is, once we take observational selection
criteria into account, and we found that in a typical Monte Carlo realization only
one of these white dwarfs, at most, survives the successive selection cuts. The most
stringent observational cut is the magnitude cut, r59F ∼ 19.75. In most Monte Carlo
realizations none of these white dwarfs survives this cut. Additionally, we mention
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Figure 5.4: White dwarf luminosity functions when different initial mass functions are con-
sidered for the stellar spheroid. The bottom panel shows, with circles, the residuals between
our standard model and, with triangles, those obtained when the Salpeter (1955) and the top-
heavy initial mass function of Suda et al. (2013) are used, ∆ = 2(Nstd−NIMF)/(Nstd+NIMF),
respectively.
that even if this cut is not employed, the proper motion cut eliminates almost 99.5%
of oxygen-neon white dwarfs from the final sample. Thus, there are very few oxygen-
neon white dwarfs in the final sample. The reason for this behavior is twofold. First,
these white dwarfs are very scarce, since their formation is strongly inhibited by the
shape of the initial mass function. Thus, not surprisingly, they contribute little to
the white dwarf luminosity function. The second reason is that since these white
dwarfs are made of oxygen and neon, their heat capacity is smaller than that of a
carbon-oxygen white dwarf of the same mass (Garcia-Berro et al., 1997) and con-
sequently cool faster. Accordingly, these white dwarfs essentially contribute to the
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faintest bins of the luminosity function, which is not probed by observations, because
it is excluded by the magnitude cut. In summary, we conclude that the influence of
adopting a set of cooling sequences of solar metallicity for oxygen-neon white dwarfs
is negligible.
To assess the influence of adopting a set of cooling sequences of solar metallicity
for non-DA white dwarfs, we ran an additional simulation in which the percentage
of non-DA white dwarfs was set to zero, and consequently all the synthetic stars had
hydrogen-rich atmospheres. We then computed the residuals between the resulting
white dwarf luminosity function and that obtained with our reference model, for
which the ratio of non-DA white dwarfs is 20%. The results, shown in Fig. 5.2, re-
veal that the differences are small, although not negligible. As a matter of fact, the
space density of hot white dwarfs is smaller in the case in which only synthetic DA
white dwarfs are generated, however, this is a consequence of the normalization pro-
cedure. Hydrogen-deficient white dwarfs have cooling sequences that resemble those
of a black body, whereas the atmospheres of DA white dwarfs are more transparent.
Consequently, at low temperatures non-DA white dwarfs cool faster than DA white
dwarfs. Thus, the percentage of non-DA white dwarfs increases for decreasing lumi-
nosities, and therefore these white dwarfs accumulate at luminosities close to that of
the peak of the theoretical luminosity function and even smaller. However, the num-
ber counts of white dwarfs in the luminosity bins close to the peak of the luminosity
function dominate the total number counts of white dwarfs in the synthetic sample.
Thus, since the total number of white dwarfs in any Monte Carlo realization must be
kept constant and, moreover, must be close to the observed value, the hot branch of
the luminosity function is depleted in the case in which non-DA white dwarfs are not
generated. Nevertheless, we emphasize that because white dwarf cooling sequences
of low metallicity for non-DA white dwarfs are not available, it is clear that this
procedure largely overestimates the impact of adopting a set of cooling sequences of
inappropriate metallicity. Thus, we conclude that the possible effect of adopting a
set of cooling sequences of solar metallicity for non-DA white dwarfs is limited.
Next, we assess the sensitivity of these results to the most relevant inputs of our
model. In particular, we first discuss if the adopted cooling tracks for carbon-oxygen
white dwarfs with hydrogen-rich atmospheres could change this picture. In a second
step, we study whether a different choice of the adopted initial mass function could
affect our results. Later, we evaluate if a different halo model could have a noticeable
influence in our calculations. Finally, we also study whether different percentages
of unresolved binaries vary the shape of the white dwarf luminosity function. We
conclude our assessment by comparing our theoretical results for different ages of
the stellar halo.
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Figure 5.5: White dwarf luminosity functions for different density profiles of the stellar halo.
The bottom panel shows, with circles, the residuals between our standard model, and, with
triangles, those obtained when the density profile of a triaxial halo (Helmi, 2004) and that
of Navarro et al. (1996) are employed, ∆ = 2(Nstd −Nρ)/(Nstd +Nρ) , respectively.
5.3.1 Hydrogen burning
It has been shown (Miller Bertolami et al., 2013) that residual hydrogen burning
can significant impact the cooling process of white dwarfs with progenitors of very
low metallicity, the effect being more noticeable for low-mass white dwarfs (those
with masses between 0.5 and 0.6M⊙). Since low-mass white dwarfs contribute to all
the luminosity bins of the hot branch of the luminosity function, and since the shape
of the luminosity function is directly related to the cooling rate, it is natural to ask
ourselves whether a different choice of cooling sequences could affect the slope at
moderately high luminosities. We check this using the two different sets of cooling
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tracks described in Althaus et al. (2015). The first of these sets is that used in our
reference model, and considers residual nuclear burning, while the second set does
not take nuclear reactions into account (as it occurs for white dwarf progenitors with
Z > 0.001).
In Fig. 5.3, we present the resulting white dwarf luminosity function for the halo
population when we adopt the cooling sequences in which residual hydrogen burning
is artificially ignored. This luminosity function should be compared with that shown
in Fig. 5.1. The only difference between both sets of theoretical calculations is that
for the case in which the cooling sequences incorporating residual hydrogen burning
are employed, there is a small plateau between Mbol = 12 and 14, which is absent in
the case in which no residual hydrogen burning is considered. This plateau reflects
the slow-down of cooling due to the release of energy of residual hydrogen burning.
The differences between both calculations are minor, however, and the currently
available observational luminosity function, which is derived using only ∼ 100 white
dwarfs, does not allow us to draw definite conclusions about the real existence of
residual nuclear burning.
5.3.2 Initial mass function
As mentioned, we also test the influence that the adopted initial mass function
may have on our results. Since the formation timescale of the stellar halo is short,
it is straightforward to show that when a burst of negligible duration is adopted the
luminosity function is given by,
N(L) ∝ dn
dMbol
=
dn
dM
dM
dMbol
∝ Φ(M) dM
dMbol
. (5.1)
In this expression, n stands for the space density, and Φ for the initial mass function
(IMF). Thus, it is clear that the adopted initial mass function should influence the
shape of the luminosity function.
To test the influence of the IMF on the luminosity function, we employ three
parametrizations. The first is that used in our fiducial model, namely the so-called
universal mass function of Kroupa (2001). For the mass range relevant to our study
this IMF is totally equivalent to a two-branch power law with exponent −α, with
α = 1.3 for 0.08 ≤ M/M⊙ < 0.5 and α = 2.3 for M/M⊙ ≥ 0.5. We also compute
theoretical white dwarf luminosity functions adopting the classical IMF of Salpeter
(1955), which is a power law with index α = 2.35. Finally we also adopt a top-heavy
IMF, i.e.,
Φ(M) =
1
M
exp
(− log(M/µ)
2σ2
)
. (5.2)
In this expression µ = 10M⊙ and σ = 0.44. This IMF was introduced by Suda
et al. (2013), and is dominated by high -mass stars. It has been found that this IMF
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Figure 5.6: Same as Fig. 5.5, except for different fractions of unresolved binaries. The bottom
panel shows, with circles, the residuals between our standard model with circles, and, with
triangles, those obtained when the adopted fractions of unresolved binaries are 20% and
40%, ∆ = 2(Nstd −Nbin)/(Nstd +Nbin), respectively.
better reproduces the characteristics of metal-poor populations, namely those with
[Fe/H]≤ −2.
The corresponding luminosity functions for these IMFs are shown in the top
panel of Fig. 5.4, and their respective residuals with respect to our fiducial model
are shown in the bottom panel of this figure. As shown in the figure, there are no
noticeable differences between the calculations in which the IMF of Kroupa (2001)
and that of Salpeter (1955) are employed. The reason for this is that in the relevant
luminosity range the slope of both IMFs is very similar. We note, however, that when
the top-heavy IMF of Suda et al. (2013) is used, the luminosity function presents a
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Figure 5.7: Same as Fig. 5.5, except for different duration of the initial burst of star for-
mation. The bottom panel shows, with circles, the residuals between our standard model
and, with triangles, those obtained when the adopted duration of the initial burst of star
formation are 0.5 and 2.0Gyr, ∆ = 2(Nstd −N∆t)/(Nstd +N∆t), respectively.
drop in the space density at large luminosities. This deficit of bright white dwarfs is
quite apparent, but it is marginally consistent with the observed data.
5.3.3 Density profiles
Another possible concern would be the adopted density profile for the stellar
halo. As explained in Section 5.2, in our reference model we adopted the density
profile of the classical isothermal sphere, but there are other density profiles that are
worth studying. Accordingly, here we study how this choice affects our results. To
do this we first adopted a triaxial oblate halo model, which is based in a logarithmic
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dark halo potential (Helmi, 2004),
V =
1
2
v0
2 ln(R2 + z2/q2 + d2), (5.3)
which results in a density distribution:
ρ(R, z) =
(
v20
4piGq2
)
(2q2 + 1)d2 +R2 + (2− q−2)z2
(d2 +R2 + z2q−2)2
. (5.4)
In this expression, we have adopted d = 12 kpc and v0 = 131.5 km/s, which gives a
circular velocity of the Sun of 229 km/s, and an oblateness parameter q = 0.8. Our
third and last profile is the following widely used profile of (Navarro et al., 1996):
ρ ∼
(
r
rs
)−1(
1− r
rs
)2
, (5.5)
with rs = 18 kpc.
As Fig. 5.5 reveals, the differences between the luminosity functions computed,
using these three different density profiles for the stellar halo, are totally negligible.
This is because the sample of halo white dwarfs of Rowell & Hambly (2011) is local,
whereas the differences between the three model profiles should be prominent at
large distances.
5.3.4 Unresolved binaries
One of the potential problems when calculating the observed luminosity function
for single stars are unresolved binary white dwarfs, since they compute as single
stars, and hence this may modify the shape of the luminosity function. This has
been proven to be the case in some Galactic clusters (Bedin et al., 2008; Garc´ıa-
Berro et al., 2010). It is therefore interesting to check the effect that a certain
fraction of unresolved binaries can have on the theoretical luminosity function. To
test this, we compute a new set of simulations based on our fiducial model, increasing
the fraction of unresolved binaries. As mentioned earlier, we consider no unresolved
binaries in our reference model. As for the distribution of secondary masses, we
adopted a model in which the masses of both components are not correlated.
Fig. 5.6 shows the result of this numerical experiment when the fractions of
unresolved binaries are, 20% and 40%, respectively. As can be observed in this
figure, increasing the fraction of unresolved binaries considered in the sample does
not result in any noticeable change, but results in a slight reduction of the number of
white dwarfs populating the brightest luminosity bins. The reason for this can easily
be explained. Since low-luminosity white dwarfs have longer evolutionary timescales
the low-luminosity bins also have large space densities. Consequently, unresolved
binaries also concentrate in the luminosity bins with the largest densities, and thus
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Figure 5.8: Same as Fig. 5.5, except for four merger episodes of two strengths and at two
different times. The bottom panels show the residuals between our standard model and those
obtained when the impact of a merger episode is analyzed, ∆ = 2(Nstd−Nmer)/(Nstd+Nmer).
See text for details.
the bright luminosity bins are less populated. Since we normalize our theoretical
luminosity function to the observed luminosity bin atMbol = 15.75, the result is that
the bright branch of the theoretical luminosity function is depleted. Nevertheless,
the differences are minor even when an unrealistic percentage of 40% of the objects
in the synthetic sample are unresolved binaries.
5.3.5 The star formation history
Another point of concern is the adopted star formation history. This may also
have potential effects on the morphology of the hot branch of the halo white dwarf
luminosity function. To start with we discuss the effects of the duration of the initial
burst of star formation. This is done with the help of Fig. 5.7, where we show
the theoretical white dwarf luminosity functions for two burst of duration 0.5 and
2.0Gyr, and compare them with our reference model, for which we recall that we
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Figure 5.9: Same as Fig. 5.5, except with different ages of the halo population. The bottom
panel shows the residuals between our standard model and the luminosity functions obtained
when the age of the stellar halo is varied, ∆ = 2(Nstd −NT )/(Nstd +NT ).
employed a burst of duration 1.0Gyr. This figure clearly shows that, except for the
smaller space densities at moderately high luminosities, the differences between these
two luminosity functions and our fiducial functions are marginal. Consequently,
current observations do not allow us to discern between different duration of the
initial burst of star formation.
Furthermore, a consensus about the origin of the stellar spheroid has not been
reached yet. The two main competing scenarios, i.e., monolithic collapse of the
protogalactic gas (Eggen et al., 1962) or formation through several merger episodes
(Searle & Zinn, 1978), still need to be confronted with observations. Hence, it is
natural to wonder if these two scenarios leave observable imprints in the shape of
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the hot branch of the white dwarf luminosity function of single halo white dwarfs. To
this end, we conducted an additional set of simulations in which, in addition to the
initial burst of star formation, we modeled the luminosity function in which a second
burst of star formation occurring some time ago is adopted. Specifically, we ran four
additional simulations in which a secondary burst of star formation occurs at times
4 and 8Gyr, varying the strength of this secondary burst. The metallicities of the
secondary bursts of star formation were the same as adopted for the initial burst.
This choice minimizes the effects of these merger episodes, but the effects of the
different metallicity of the secondary bursts are expected to be minor. Specifically,
the secondary burst was given amplitudes 20% and 40% of the initial burst. In all
cases, the duration of all the bursts (that is, both the initial and the secondary ones)
were kept fixed and equal to 0.1Gyr, while we recall that in the standard model a
duration of 1Gyr was adopted. The results of this numerical experiment are shown
in Fig. 5.8. In the left panels of this figure, we show the results when we adopt a
secondary burst with an amplitude 20% of the initial burst, whereas the right panels
show the results from when the amplitude of the secondary burst is increased to 40%
of the primary burst. As shown in the figure, the differences are again very small.
Thus, unfortunately, the current observational database of halo white dwarfs does
not allow us to distinguish the two aforementioned formation scenarios of the stellar
halo.
5.3.6 Age of the population
Finally, we ran a set of simulations in which we varied the age of the halo pop-
ulation, from 11 to 13Gyr, and we compared the results of these calculations with
those obtained in our reference model, for which we adopted an age of 13.7Gyr. We
show the results of these calculations in Fig. 5.9. As expected, the bright branch
of the white dwarf luminosity function does not depend appreciably on the adopted
age of the stellar spheroid. Moreover, since the observed luminosity function does
not show a cutoff, the age of the halo population cannot be yet computed using the
termination of the cooling sequence of halo white dwarfs. This is a consequence of
the cuts used to select the observed sample, and is specifically caused by the cut in
bolometric magnitude. The only quantitative assessment about the age of the halo
that can be made with the available observed data is to place a lower limit. This
can be done in a simple way by imposing that the dimmest populated luminosity
bin of the theoretical white dwarf luminosity function is that observationally found,
at Mbol = 17.25. Using this procedure we find that, although it is not possible to fit
the halo age, a lower limit for its age of 12.5Gyr can be safely established.
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5.4 Conclusions
We have revisited the luminosity function of halo white dwarfs in the light of
the recently computed white dwarf cooling sequences for low-metallicity progenitors.
These cooling sequences (Miller Bertolami et al., 2013; Althaus et al., 2015) have been
derived evolving their progenitors self-consistently from the zero-age main sequence,
through the red giant and thermally pulsing AGB phases to the white dwarf regime,
and have unveiled the role of residual hydrogen burning in the atmospheres of low-
mass white dwarfs. In this sense, it is important to realize that these evolutionary
calculations supersede those used in the early and pioneering calculations of the
halo white dwarf luminosity function of Isern et al. (1998) and Garc´ıa-Berro et al.
(2004), and in the recent work of van Oirschot et al. (2014). Moreover, in pursuing
this endeavor we have employed a state-of-the-art numerical code, incorporating the
most recent advances that enable an accurate description of the Galactic halo and
a detailed implementation of the observational biases and restrictions. This is an
issue that most theoretical calculations do not take into account, thus impeding a
sought comparison with the observed sample. This is an important issue, as the
observed sample of white dwarfs belonging to the Galactic spheroid suffers from
small statistics. Moreover, given that the density of halo white dwarfs is low and
that this population is old, hence, intrinsically faint, the detection of halo white
dwarfs is hampered by observational difficulties. Consequently, the selection biases
are important, and we are restricted to comparing the theoretical results of our
results with an observational sample plagued with uncertainties.
Since residual hydrogen burning occurs at moderately low luminosities, say from
log(L/L⊙) = −2 to −4, the halo luminosity function could eventually offer a unique
possibility to test the reliability of these recent cooling sequences. This could have
important consequences for our understanding of how white dwarfs are formed and
how their progenitor stars evolve in low-metallicity environments, and, more specif-
ically, it could shed light on the occurrence of the third dredge-up for metallicities
. 10−3. We have found that, unfortunately, the scarcity of halo white dwarfs at the
luminosities at which residual hydrogen burning occurs prevents us from making a
meaningful comparison between the sequences that incorporate this physical ingre-
dient and those that do not. Thus, this effort will have to wait until we have larger
and more reliable samples. Alternatively, this can be done using the white dwarf
luminosity functions of Galactic globular clusters, of which NGC6397 Torres et al.
(2015) is, perhaps, the leading example.
Additionally, we have investigated whether or not the observed luminosity func-
tion of single white dwarfs can be eventually used to learn more about the stellar
population of the Galactic halo. In particular, we have studied whether the observed
luminosity function can be used to constrain the initial mass function of this popu-
lation, its star formation history and age, to probe different halo density profiles, or
possibly to discern the fraction of unresolved binaries that may contaminate obser-
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vations. Unfortunately, our calculations show that the hot branch of the luminosity
function is almost insensitive to all these input, as occurs in the disk white dwarf
luminosity function (Isern et al., 2008). Consequently, unless we have a more accu-
rate determination of the luminosity function at large bolometric magnitudes (low
luminosities) there is no hope to extract all this information from the observed data.
However, large space-borne surveys, like Gaia, will provide us with a large sample of
halo white dwarfs (Torres et al., 2005), and hopefully a wealth of information will be
extracted in the near future. Nonetheless, the lack of sensitivity of the hot branch
of the luminosity function of halo white dwarfs to all these inputs can be interpreted
positively since it allows us to obtain a robust statistical measure of the cooling rate
of white dwarfs at low metallicities and high luminosities.
Chapter 6
Monte Carlo simulations of the
WD+MS population in the
SDSS
6.1 Introduction
White dwarf-main sequence (WD+MS) binaries are the evolutionary products of
main sequence binaries. In a ∼ 75% of the cases the initial main sequence binary
separations are large enough for the binary components to evolve in the same way
as if they were single stars. The orbital separations of the remaining ∼ 25% of main
sequence binaries are close enough for the systems to undergo a phase of dynamically
unstable mass transfer once the primary becomes a red giant or an asymptotic giant
branch star (Willems & Kolb, 2004). This leads to the formation of a common
envelope around the giant’s nucleus and the main sequence companion (Webbink,
2008) and hence to a dramatic decrease of the orbital separation. WD+MS binaries
that evolved through a common envelope phase are referred to as post-common
envelope binaries (PCEBs).
Modern large scale surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (York, Adelman,
Anderson, Anderson, Annis et al., 2000), hereafter SDSS, the UKIRT Infrared Sky
Survey (Dye, Warren, Hambly, Cross, Hodgkin et al., 2006), UKIDSS, and the Large
sky Area Multi-Object fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST) survey (Zhao et al.,
2012), have facilitated the compilation of comprehensive spectroscopic WD+MS bi-
nary samples during the last few years (Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2010, 2012a; Liu
et al., 2012; Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2013a; Ren et al., 2014). Among these, the
SDSS WD+MS binary catalog is the largest and most homogeneous, with a to-
tal number 3,291 systems identified within the data release 12 (Rebassa-Mansergas
et al., 2016b).
SDSS WD+MS binaries have been used as superb tools for analyzing numerous
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open problems in astrophysics. These include, for example, constraining theories
of close compact binary evolution (Zorotovic et al., 2010; Davis et al., 2010; Zoro-
tovic et al., 2011; Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2012b), providing observational con-
firmation for disrupted magnetic braking (Schreiber et al., 2010; Zorotovic et al.,
2016), rendering robust evidence for the majority of low-mass white dwarfs being
formed in binaries (Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2011), studying the pairing proper-
ties of main sequence stars (Ferrario, 2012), constraining the rotation-age-activity
relation of low-mass main sequence stars (Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2013b), investi-
gating the statistical properties of the PCEB population (Toonen & Nelemans, 2013;
Camacho et al., 2014; Zorotovic et al., 2014), or constraining the age-metallicity re-
lation of the Galactic disc (Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2016a). In this chapter we
continue using SDSS WD+MS binaries as astrophysical tools, in particular we aim
at constraining the properties of the initial mass ratio distribution (IMRD) of main
sequence binaries. Hereafter, we define the mass ratio as q = m2/m1, where m1 is
the mass of the primary (or more massive) star in a main sequence binary, and m2
is the mass of its main sequence companion or secondary star.
The IMRD plays a key role for understanding the evolution of stars in binary
systems and for constraining models of binary star formation. The physical prop-
erties of the IMRD have been a topic of much debate for over four decades with
results often contradicting each other. Indeed, decreasing (Jaschek & Ferrer, 1972),
increasing (Dabbowski & Beardsley, 1977), bimodal (Trimble, 1974) and flat IM-
RDs have been suggested. This lack of agreement remains when comparing more
recent results. For example, whilst Ducati et al. (2011) claim a decreasing IMRD,
Reggiani & Meyer (2013) suggest a flat IMRD. These discrepancies may be a sim-
ple consequence of the IMRD being dependent on both the primary mass and the
orbital separation, as suggested by Ducheˆne & Kraus (2013). This seems to be con-
firmed by several observational studies (Carrier et al., 2002; Burgasser et al., 2006;
Delfosse et al., 2004; Carquillat & Prieur, 2007; Raghavan et al., 2010; Tokovinin,
2011; Sana et al., 2012; Reggiani & Meyer, 2013; Gullikson et al., 2016). However,
it is important to emphasize that these observational studies are affected by impor-
tant selection effects, which likely introduce uncertainties in the results obtained.
This is particularly important when the secondary star in a main sequence binary is
intrinsically faint and harder to detect against a moderately hot primary.
In order to shed light on this issue we perform a serie of Monte Carlo simulations
of the WD+MS binary population in the Galactic disc, which are calibrated using
the largest sample of SDSS WD+MS binaries currently known (Rebassa-Mansergas
et al., 2016b), under the premise that the spectral type distribution of the secondary
stars in these WD+MS binaries is sensitive to the choice of IMRD used in our sim-
ulations. The simulations are performed implementing the IMRD as a universal law
governing all the main sequence binaries that are formed so that we can investi-
gate how different assumptions for this parameter reflect on the resulting WD+MS
populations. Observational selection effects are carefully taken into account in our
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simulations.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we describe the observational
sample of WD+MS from (Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2016b). Afterwards, in Sec-
tion 6.3 we briefly describe the numerical setup and in Section 6.4 we review the
selection effects and describe their numerical implementation. In Section 6.5, we an-
alyze the effects of the adopted age, the assumed star formation history model and
the initial-to-final mass relation, also placing constraint on the common envelope
parametrization and the initial mass ratio distribution. Finally, in Section 6.6, we
summarize our calculations and discuss our conclusions.
6.2 The observational WD+MS binary sample
As already mentioned, the SDSS WD+MS binary catalog currently constitutes
the largest and most homogeneous sample of spectroscopic WD+MS binaries, with
3,291 systems identified within the data release 12 (Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2016b).
Because of selection effects, the vast majority of SDSS WD+MS binaries contain a
low-mass M-dwarf secondary star, as hotter main sequence stars generally outshine
the white dwarf in the optical SDSS spectrum (more details on this issue are provided
in Section 6.4.3).
The majority of SDSSWD+MS binaries have been observed as part of the Legacy
Survey (Adelman-McCarthy et al., 2008; Abazajian et al., 2009) and BOSS – Bar-
ion Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (Dawson et al., 2013) – simply because of their
overlap in color space with quasars. Hence, Legacy and BOSS WD+MS binaries gen-
erally contain hot (∼> 10000K) white dwarfs. In order to overcome this observational
bias, WD+MS binaries were additionally observed as part of a SEGUE – Sloan Ex-
ploration of Galactic Understanding and Evolution (Yanny et al., 2009) – surveys.
These surveys aimed at targeting WD+MS binaries containing cool white dwarfs
(Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2012a). Hereafter, we flag these systems as SEGUE
WD+MS binaries. Finally, a small number of WD+MS binaries were observed by
the SEGUE and SEGUE-2 surveys of SDSS that aimed at obtaining spectra of main
sequence stars and red giants. We flag these as SEGUE-2 WD+MS binaries.
White dwarf effective temperatures, surface gravities and masses and secondary
star (M dwarf) spectral types were derived for each of the SDSS WD+MS binaries
from their SDSS spectra using the decomposition/fitting routine outlined in Rebassa-
Mansergas et al. (2007). (Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2016b) demonstrated that the
stellar parameter distributions resulting from the four different sub-populations of
SDSS WD+MS binaries (namely Legacy, BOSS, SEGUE and SEGUE-2 WD+MS
binaries) are statistically different, a simple consequence of the different selection
criteria and magnitude limit cuts applied by the four sub-surveys. In consequence,
the overall SDSS WD+MS binary population is substantially affected by selection
effects and modeling the entire SDSS WD+MS sample, thus implies the added com-
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Figure 6.1: Plate positions in equatorial coordinates. Red dots correspond to the Legacy
plates, blue dots to BOSS, green dots to SEGUE and magenta dots to SEGUE-2.
plication of implementing the specific selection biases for each sub-sample. Moreover,
our simulations need to take into account that SDSS observed in specific regions of
the sky, being these marked by the positions of the over 4,000 fiber-fed spectroscopic
plates used during the observations (see Fig. 6.1).
6.3 The synthetic WD+MS binary sample
Here we present the main ingredients of our population synthesis simulations
of the WD+MS binary sample. The ZAMS mass of the primary was randomly
sampled from the initial mass function of Kroupa (2001) and Kroupa & Weidner
(2003) and the time of birth obtained from a constant star formation history unless
otherwise stated – see Section 6.5.1. The progenitor metallicity was assumed to be
Solar for the entire population and the single or binary star membership was decided
according to an assumed binary fraction of a 50%. This is in agreement with the
findings of Ducheˆne & Kraus (2013), who give a multiplicity frequency of 44% for
F/G/K type progenitors and > 50% for A type progenitors. If the star is member
of a binary system we obtain the ZAMS mass of the secondary star according to
an IMRD. The initial binary separation and eccentricity are sampled following the
distributions described in Section 2.2.2. We then assign a position (and distance) for
the object according to a Galactic model. The allowed positions follow the coordinate
distributions of all SDSS plates used up to the data release 12. For each plate we
define a cone centered at its equatorial coordinates of aperture 7 squared degrees
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that extends to 2 kpc. We employ a double exponential distribution for the local
density of stars, with a 300 pc scale height and a 2.6 kpc scale length for the thin
disc, and a 900 pc scale height and a 3.5 kpc scale length for the thick disk (Bland-
Hawthorn & Gerhard, 2016). Velocities are sampled according to the prescriptions
presented in Section 2.3.1. We only select unresolved WD+MS binaries for our final
sample, considering the position of each binary, its final separation and inclination
(according to a flat sin i distribution), assuming an angular resolution of 1.5 arcsec
for the SDSS.
We then allow the synthetic star or binary to evolve until present time, in ac-
cordance to a thin disk age of 10 Gyr (Cojocaru et al., 2014) and a thick disk age
of 12 Gyr. We note that Feltzing & Bensby (2009) presents a sample of very likely
thick disk candidates with ages on average above 10 Gyr and that Ak et al. (2013)
finds thick disk cataclysmic variables with ages up to 13 Gyr, so our adopted age is
a reasonable estimate. If the object is a single star and has time to become a white
dwarf, it evolves following the cooling tracks detailed in the following section. If that
is the case, the mass of the white dwarf is obtained from the initial-to-final mass re-
lation (IFMR) according to the prescription of Hurley et al. (2002). If the object is
a binary and the primary star has time to become a white dwarf, then the system
can evolve through two different scenarios, either as a detached system, where the
primary star evolves into a white dwarf, or passing through mass transfer episodes.
In the last case, the evolution of the binary is reproduced using the BSE package
of Hurley et al. (2002), following the parameter assumptions for binary evolution
and for the common envelope phase of Camacho et al. (2014), which were detailed
in Section 2.2.2. The common-envelope evolution of the binary is governed by two
parameters, namely, αCE, which describes the efficiency in converting orbital energy
into kinetic energy used to eject the envelope, and αint, which gives the internal en-
ergy contribution to expelling the envelope. The influence of these two parameters
is further investigated in Section 6.5.2.
6.3.1 Evolutionary sequences and cooling tracks
The BSE package (Hurley et al., 2002) provides luminosities, temperatures and
surface gravities for both the main sequence and the white dwarf, computed using the
evolutionary tracks of Pols et al. (1998) and a modified Mestel cooling law, respec-
tively. We re-compute these stellar parameters using more modern tracks that also
provide photometric magnitudes in the Johnson-Cousins UBV RI system (taking
into account both rejuvenation and ageing during overflow episodes). These evolu-
tionary tracks are also used to derive the stellar parameters of the binary components
in binaries where no mass transfer interactions take place.
For the main sequence companion we use the new evolutionary tracks for low mass
stars from Baraffe et al. (2015), which provide improved predictions for optical colors.
The only downside here is that these sequences only provide the V RI magnitudes.
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Figure 6.2: Color-color and color-magnitude diagrams of the synthetic and observed Legacy
WD+MS subsample. The red dots are the observed data, while the blue dots correspond to
the synthetic objects. The color and magnitude cuts presented in Section 6.4 are shown as
green lines.
Thus, we obtain U and B magnitudes using a third order polynomial approximation
based on observations of G, K and M stars from Pickles (1998).
For carbon-oxygen white dwarfs (those with masses MWD between 0.45 and
1.1M⊙) we use the evolutionary calculations of Renedo et al. (2010), for oxygen-neon
core white dwarfs (MWD > 1.1M⊙) we employ those of Althaus et al. (2005a); Al-
thaus et al. (2007) and for helium core white dwarfs (MWD < 0.45M⊙) we adopt the
cooling tracks of Serenelli et al. (2001). In all cases Solar metallicity and hydrogen-
rich atmospheres are assumed and the full set of UBV RI magnitudes are provided.
We then convert these to the ugriz system and account for Galactic extinction, as
explained in Section 2.4.
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6.4 Observational biases
In this section we provide details on the selection effects that affect the observed
SDSS WD+MS binary population and we explain how these selection effects are
incorporated into our synthetic WD+MS binary populations (see Fig. 6.3 for a rep-
resentative example).
6.4.1 Color and magnitude cuts
The spectroscopic survey of SDSS is magnitude-limited. Hence, all our synthetic
WD+MS binaries must comply with the magnitude limit cut of SDSS, which depends
on the specific survery as follows:
15 <i < 19.1, for Legacy (6.1)
15 <g < 22, for BOSS (6.2)
15 <g < 20, for SEGUE and SEGUE-2 (6.3)
Moreover, observed SDSS WD+MS binaries define a clear region in the ugriz
color space (Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2013a) which allows us to define color cuts to
cull our synthetic samples (see Figure 6.2 for an example):
(u− g) < 0.93− 0.27× (g − r)− 4.7× (g − r)2+
12.38× (g − r)3 + 3.08× (g − r)4 − 22.19×
(g − r)5 + 16.67× (g − r)6 − 3.89× (g − r)7, (6.4)
− 0.6 < (u− g),
(g − r) < 2× (r − i) + 0.38, if − 0.4 < (r − i) ≤ 0.06,
(g − r) < 4.5× (r − i)− 0.85, if 0.3 < (r − i) ≤ 0.48,
(g − r) < 0.5, if 0.06 < (r − i) ≤ 0.3,
− 0.5 < (g − r) < 1.3,
− 0.4 < (r − i) < 1.6,
(r − i) < 0.5 + 2× (i− z), if (i− z) > 0,
(r − i) < 0.5 + (i− z), if (i− z) ≤ 0,
− 0.8 < (i− z) < 1.15 (6.5)
It is important to emphasize here that the SEGUE WD+MS binary survey was
defined for targeting WD+MS binaries containing cool white dwarfs. Hence, SEGUE
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WD+MS binaries populate different regions in the ugriz color space (Rebassa-
Mansergas et al., 2012a). These regions define the following color cuts that we
applied to the synthetic SEGUE WD+MS binary population:
(u− g) < 2.25,
−0.2 < (g − r) < 1.2,
−19.78(r − i) + 11.13 < (g − r) < 0.95(r − i) + 0.5,
(i− z) > 0.5 for (r − i) > 1.0,
(i− z) > 0.68(r − i)− 0.18 for (r − i) ≤ 1.0,
0.5 < (r − i) < 2.0,
15 <g < 20 (6.6)
6.4.2 Spectroscopic completeness
The target selection criteria employed by the different sub-surveys of the SDSS
implies that not all WD+MS binaries have the same probability of being observed.
The Legacy and BOSS surveys follow selection criteria that aim at targeting mainly
galaxies (Strauss et al., 2002) and quasars (Richards et al., 2002; Ross et al., 2012).
Hence, WD+MS binaries containing hot white dwarfs (> 10, 000−15, 000K) and/or
late type (>M2) companions are more likely to be observed. SEGUE WD+MS bi-
naries are dominated by systems containing cooler white dwarfs and/or early type
companions, a simple consequence of our defined target selection criteria (Rebassa-
Mansergas et al., 2012a). Finally, SEGUE-2 WD+MS binaries have similar colors
to those of single main sequence stars, i.e. the white dwarf contributes little to
the spectral energy distribution. Hence, in order to produce realistic simulations of
the SDSS WD+MS population we need to implement the probability for a given
WD+MS binary to be observed. That is, we need to apply a spectroscopic com-
pleteness correction.
The first step in this process is determining the spectroscopic completeness of
the observed sample, following the approach described in Camacho et al. (2014).
That is, we consider a four dimensional space composed by the u − g, g − r, r −
i and i − z colors, and we define a 0.2 magnitude four-dimension sphere around
each observed object. We then use the casjobs interface to count the number of
point sources with clean photometry (Nphot) as well as the number of spectroscopic
sources (Nspec) within each sphere. The ratio Nspec/Nphot gives the spectroscopic
completeness for the observed object. Then, for each WD+MS binary produced in
the synthetic sample, we compute a four-dimensional distance in color space to each
of the observed WD+MS binaries and we select the observed object that is closest
to the synthetic one. If the distance to the selected closest observed object is less
than 0.2 magnitudes, then the synthetic WD+MS binary will be assigned the same
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Figure 6.3: Color-color diagram of the synthetic WD+MS sample obtained using our popu-
lation synthesis code. The red dots are the observed data, and the blue dots the synthetic
data for our reference model, after applying the different filters as explained in Section 6.4.
spectroscopic completeness as that of the observed one. Conversely, if the distance
is larger than 0.2 magnitudes, then the assigned completeness will be null. This
exercise is performed separately for the observed/simulated objects within the four
sub-surveys of SDSS.
6.4.3 Intrinsic WD+MS binary bias
In order to detect in the sample a spectrum of a WD+MS binary the spectral fea-
tures of both components must be observed. This implies that WD+MS binaries in
which one of the two stars dominates the spectral energy distribution will be harder,
or even impossible, to detect (Parsons et al., 2016 submitted). Moreover, WD+MS
binaries that are further away are intrinsically fainter and the resulting SDSS spectra
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are of lower signal-to-noise ratio (since the SDSS exposures are generally the same
for all targets). Identifying the spectral features of the two components is obviously
harder when dealing with low signal-to-noise ratio spectra. It is then mandatory to
eliminate a certain percentage of the synthetic WD+MS binaries according to these
reasonings.
In Camacho et al. (2014) was presented a multi-demensional grid of WD+MS bi-
nary parameters (white dwarf effective temperatures and surface gravities, secondary
star spectral types and distances) that allowed to evaluate which synthetic WD+MS
binaries would have been detected by the SDSS. We follow the same approach in
this work.
6.4.4 Uncertainties in the observed WD+MS binary parameters
The measured SDSS photometric magnitudes and the stellar parameters derived
from fitting the SDSS WD+MS binary spectra can have relatively large uncertain-
ties (Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2016b). Hence, it is necessary to incorporate such
uncertainties in the synthetic WD+MS binary sample before any comparison to the
observational data sets is performed. Fig. 6.4 shows the photometric errors, σ, as a
function of the corresponding magnitude. As it can be seen, the photometric errors
clearly increase as the apparent magnitude is fainter. We fitted the distributions
using a fifth order polynomial, which provides us with an expression for σ as a func-
tion of the apparent magnitude. We then defined a Gaussian error distribution for
that specific magnitude that we sampled in order to obtain the photometric error of
each synthetic WD+MS binary in each passband. We applied a similar procedure
for the errors in the white dwarf effective temperature and surface gravity, using a
third order polynomial fit in this case (see Fig. 6.5). For the companion spectral
type distribution we assumed a constant value of σ of one bin, i.e. an uncertainty
of one spectral sub-class. Only after adding the corresponding errors in photometric
magnitudes and stellar parameters we do apply the color and magnitude cuts and
the other observational filters previously described. Given the random character of
this procedure, for each realization that provided us with a WD+MS binary sample
from the Monte Carlo code, we repeated the process of adding errors and afterwards
filtering the sample 20 times per realization.
Finally, for both the observed and synthetic samples we only considered objects
with a relative error smaller than 10% in effective temperature, and with absolute
errors under 0.075 dex in surface gravity. This explains why different distributions
from the same sample contain a different number of objects.
6.5 Results
We use our population synthesis code to model the WD+MS binary population
in the Galactic disk. For this, we first define a standard model that uses a flat IMRD
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of photometric errors in passbands the u, g, r, i and z passbands
(black dots), each fitted to a fifth order polynomial (red line).
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Figure 6.5: Observational errors for white dwarf effective temperatures and surface gravities
as a function of the apparent magnitude g (black dots), fitted to a third order polynomial
(red line)
(n(q)), 10Gyr thin disk age, constant star formation rate, αCE = 0.3, αint = 0 and
all the fixed parameter assumptions previously explained in Section 6.3.
6.5.1 Preliminary checks
In order to properly cover the parameter space, we initially varied several input
parameters to better understand their possible effect on the three distributions under
scrutiny: the white dwarf effective temperature and surface gravity, and the M dwarf
spectral type. We first varied the age of the thin disk between 8 and 12Gyr. We
obtained that the three distributions were not particularly sensitive to precise value
of the age. Overall, for shorter ages (∼ 8Gyr), the ratio between the secondary
and the primary peak in the white dwarf log g distribution shifts to smaller values
when compared to observations, and for longer ages (∼ 12Gyr) the white dwarf Teff
distribution shows an excess of cool white dwarfs with respect to the observed data.
We also try three different prescriptions for the star formation history: constant,
recent enhanced star formation with one broad peak in the SFR between 1 and 3 Gyr
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Figure 6.6: Synthetic log g distribution for different SFR models (gray solid histograms):
constant SFR – left panel – SFH form Vergely et al. (2002) – central panel – and that of
Rowell (2013) – right panel. The observational log g distribution is also represented (red
open histogram).
ago (Vergely et al., 2002), and a bimodal SFR with two broad peaks at around 2
and 7 Gyr ago (Rowell, 2013)). The different synthetic log g distributions are shown
in Figure 6.6 (solid gray histograms) compared with the observational distribution
(open red histogram).
In our reference model (left panel of Fig 6.6), the white dwarf log g distribution
appears to be slightly, but systematically, shifted towards smaller values as com-
pared to observations, while the other two SFH models (central and right panels,
respectively) seem to correct this trend, which could in fact favor the existence of a
star formation burst occurring 2–3 Gyr ago. For convenience, in our simulations we
use the IFMR of Hurley et al. (2002), which results from an evolution algorithm con-
sisting basically of a competition between core-mass growth and envelope mass-loss.
Nevertheless, we test this against the IFMR of Catala´n et al. (2008). We obtained
that there is a systematic difference, although it does not generally surpass a 0.02
difference in white dwarf mass. Lastly, we consider an initial 15% contribution from
the thick disk, which corresponds to a 7−17% contribution to the final sample (after
all observational filters are passed), depending on the full parameter combination.
However, we run one simulation with no thick disk contribution and the differences
in the three distributions are minimal.
6.5.2 Formation channels and the CE efficiency parameter
Nebot Go´mez-Mora´n et al. (2011) show that 21 − 24% of all SDSS WD+MS
binaries have experienced common-envelope evolution. We perform this test over the
simulated data and find that, for the standard model, ∼ 10% of present day WD+MS
binaries from the entire simulated sample and 29% from the filtered sample have gone
through a common envelope episode (and have not merged in the meantime), which
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Table 6.1: Percentage of present day WD+MS binaries that have undergone common enve-
lope evolution (and have not yet merged), in the complete and filtered sample for different
values of αCE and αint assumptions
αCE αint Complete sample Filtered sample
0.1 0.0 3% 10%
0.2 0.0 6% 21%
0.3 0.0 10% 29%
0.3 0.1 13% 30%
0.3 0.2 14% 32%
0.3 0.5 17% 33%
0.5 0.0 16% 38%
0.7 0.0 21% 43%
1.0 0.0 26% 45%
is compatible with the observed data. This percentage proves to be sensitive to the
choice of αCE and αint. Low values of αCE result in an underproduction of low-orbital
separation binaries, while high values of αCE lead to an overproduction. αint > 0
also leads to a slight increase in the percentage of WD+MS that suffer a common-
envelope episode. Table 6.1 collects our findings when varying these two parameters
(but maintaining the other assumptions of the standard model). This table shows
that αCE ∼ 0.2− 0.3 gives the best results.
Another way to constrain the value of αCE is using the overall log g distribution.
Once more, for small values of αCE the secondary peak in this distribution cannot
be reproduced, whereas large values of this parameter lead to an excess with respect
to the observed data for the secondary peak (see Fig. 6.7). Again, the best fit is
obtained for αCE ∼ 0.3.
6.5.3 Initial mass ratio distribution (IMRD)
Recently, Ducati et al. (2011) have studied a large number of models by using
Monte Carlo simulations and comparing to a sample consisting of 249 objects from
the Ninth Catalogue of Spectroscopic Binaries (Pourbaix et al., 2004). Their findings
favor a linearly decreasing n(q) ∼ 1− aq, with a = 0.5. However, given the diversity
of the models they studied, we adopt most of them together with the more classical
IMRD studied in Camacho et al. (2014), testing in total 12 models for the IMRD.
The best approach for comparing the simulated distributions to the observed ones
is to use distance metrics, a procedure which will allow us not only to decide which
simulated distribution fits best, but also to order the models from best to worst.
Among the possible number of distance metrics that can be defined, we choose three
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Figure 6.7: Overall log g distribution for different values of αCE (adopting αint = 0)
typical ones, which perfectly cover the statistical properties of our sample. Let P be
the observed distribution and Q the simulated one, the three metrics employed here
are:
i) Standard least squares:
DLS =
∑
i
(P (i)−Q(i))2 (6.7)
ii) Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence:
DKL =
∑
i
P (i) ln
(
P (i)
Q(i)
)
(6.8)
iii) Bhattacharyya coefficient:
cos(β) =
∑
i
√
P (i)Q(i) (6.9)
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Figure 6.8: Distributions of the hite dwarf effective temperature, surface gravity and M
dwarf spectral type. The observational data is that of Rebassa-Mansergas et al. (2016b),
and the synthetic data has been obtained assuming n(q) ∼ q. This is a an example of a bad
fit.
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Figure 6.9: White dwarf effective temperature, white dwarf surface gravity and M dwarf
spectral type distributions. Observational data from Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2016b, syn-
thetic data obtained assuming a n(q) ∼ q−1 – example of a good fit
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Table 6.2: Different models for n(q), ordered from best to worst according to the fit to
observational data. In the last three columns is represented the average value of the three
distance metrics used in our analysis (see text for details).
Order n(q) Type 〈DKL〉 〈DLS〉 〈β〉(◦)
1 q−1 Decreasing 7.89× 10−2 6.28× 10−3 9.1
2
(
q − 1+q02
)2
, q0 = 0.08 Bimodal 7.97× 10−2 6.65× 10−3 8.9
3 1− aq, a = 0.5 Decreasing 8.46× 10−2 9.07× 10−3 10.4
4 q−2 Decreasing 8.90× 10−2 9.02× 10−3 10.5
5 1 Flat 9.49× 10−2 9.96× 10−3 10.8
6
(
q − 1+q02
)2
, q0 = 0.1 Bimodal 1.07× 10−1 1.33× 10−2 12.1
7 q Increasing 1.79× 10−1 2.25× 10−2 14.7
8 (q − q0)1/3, q0 = 0.08 Increasing 2.09× 10−1 2.39× 10−2 15.5
9 q − q0, q0 = 0.08 Increasing 3.42× 10−1 4.14× 10−2 18.7
10 q − q0, q0 = 0.1 Increasing 4.66× 10−1 4.49× 10−2 20.2
11 (q − q0)2, q0 = 0.08 Increasing 5.15× 10−1 5.97× 10−2 23.5
12 (q − q0)2, q0 = 0.1 Increasing 5.10× 10−1 6.56× 10−2 23.0
The least squares method is a standard distance metric. On the other hand, the
Kullback-Leibler divergence is not symmetrical and both this distance metric and
the Bhattacharyya coefficient do not satisfy the triangle inequality, thus they must
be considered pre-metrics. The Bhattacharyya coefficient also has an interesting
geometrical interpretation, as the cosine of the angle between two multidimensional
vectors describing the two distributions. We employ these three methods and order
models from lowest to largest distance (or angle), using the Teff and log g distribu-
tions for the white dwarf and the spectral type distribution of the M dwarf, from
Legacy and BOSS data and also the overall distributions. We do not use SEGUE
and SEGUE-2 data due to the small size of the samples. We obtain roughly the same
sorting using all three metrics and also set a limit of β > 13◦ above which we consider
a model (parameter set) incompatible with observations. In order to exemplify this,
in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9 we show a poor fit and a good fit, respectively. The overall
results are shown in an ordered way in Table 6.2. As can be seen, all the models that
increase with q can be discarded. Also, in some of the models we vary the minimal
mass ratio parameter, q0, only between 0.08 and 0.1 – the acceptable range according
to Ducati et al. (2011) – and find that, in general, q0 = 0.08 performs best.
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6.6 Conclusions
We performed a population synthesis study of the WD+MS population of the
Galactic disk and compared it to the observed distributions of the white dwarf effec-
tive temperature, white dwarf surface gravity and M dwarf spectral type of Rebassa-
Mansergas et al. (2016b). We tested 12 models for the IMRD against this data and
found that all IMRDs that increase with q can be excluded. This agrees with the re-
sults of other studies. In particular, other observational studies have shown that for
lower primary masses (M1 < 0.3M⊙) and/or shorter periods (separation a < 5 AU),
the IMRD is biased towards higher values of q (Biller et al., 2006; Burgasser et al.,
2006; Delfosse et al., 2004). However, above this limit (for Solar type, intermediate
mass or higher mass stars), main-sequence binaries show an almost flat distribution
down to q ≈ 0.1, occasionally with a marginal peak at q ∼ 0.95−1 (Raghavan et al.,
2010; Reggiani & Meyer, 2013; Carquillat & Prieur, 2007; Sana et al., 2012; Ducheˆne
& Kraus, 2013).
We also find that a CE efficiency parameter 0.3 is compatible to the observed
data, both in terms of percentage of WD+MS binaries that suffer a common envelope
episode and the white dwarf log g distribution. This is consistent with previous
observational (Nebot Go´mez-Mora´n et al., 2011) and theoretical (Camacho et al.,
2014) results.

Chapter 7
Conclusions
The goal of this thesis was the study of the white dwarf single and binary popu-
lations in the Galactic disk and halo, employing population synthesis methods and
taking advantage of the ever growing observational samples of white dwarfs that are
currently available owing to modern large scale surveys. All this offered the pos-
sibility of analyzing the influence of more subtle aspects of single stellar evolution,
like the effect of the stellar metallicity on the disk and halo white dwarf luminos-
ity functions, or the apparent excess of massive white dwarfs in the observed mass
function, or to infer constraints on important parameters of binary evolution, such
as the common envelope efficiency parameter, or the initial mass ratio distribution.
With this aim in mind, we have improved and updated an existing population
synthesis code that can reproduce the white dwarf populations in the context of
both single and binary stellar evolution. Our code also includes a Galactic model
for the thin and thick disk and the stellar halo. We have incorporated the most
recent and up-to-date progenitor evolutionary sequences and white dwarf cooling
tracks, computed for different stellar metallicities. To this end, we have updated the
interpolation modules of the code, that now can derive accurate values for the prop-
erties of the white dwarf interpolating for different progenitor metallicities, masses
and ages. This allows us to obtain metallicity-dependent stellar parameters for both
main sequence stars and white dwarfs. Additionally, and perhaps more important,
we have proceeded in such a way that for each observational sample used as reference,
we can study, model and reproduce all the observational filters and biases.
In the following paragraphs we summarize the most important results we have
obtained from our studies on the white dwarf populations of the Galactic disk and
halo, which were presented in detail in the previous chapters.
In Chapter 3 we performed a study of the role that metallicity plays on the white
dwarf luminosity function of the Galactic thin disk, which is often employed as a
tool for determining the age of this population. We use a Monte Carlo population
synthesis code that models the properties of the Galactic white dwarf population of
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the thin disk, employing the most up-to-date evolutionary cooling sequences for white
dwarfs with hydrogen-rich and hydrogen-deficient atmospheres, for both carbon-
oxygen and oxygen-neon cores. To this aim, we test two different models for the
evolution of metallicity. In the first, the adopted metallicity is constant in time, but
has a moderate dispersion. In the second model, the metallicity is time dependent,
and it is assumed to increase with time.
We obtain that, independently of the adopted age-metallicity law, the simulated
white dwarf luminosity function is in very good agreement with the observational
luminosity functions derived from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and from the Super-
COSMOS Sky Survey. We find that the age-metallicity relation has no significant
impact on the shape of the bright branch of the luminosity function, which implies
that it can be safely employed to test theoretical evolutionary sequences. In ad-
dition, the position of the cut-off proves to be almost insensitive to the adopted
age-metallicity law, ensuring that its location can be used as a robust indicator of
the age of the Galactic thin disk.
The dawn of modern large-scale surveys has helped to increase the number of
white dwarf identifications up to an order of magnitude. Despite this important
advance, the complicated target selection algorithms that these surveys employ make
it very difficult to quantify the effects of observational biases. The more recent
LAMOST Spectroscopic Survey of the Galactic Anti-center (LSS-GAC) uses a well-
defined target selection criteria. This has allowed us to cull a well-characterized
magnitude-limited sample of hydrogen-rich (DA) white dwarfs that we used to derive
the observed luminosity function, and the mass and cumulative age functions. The
latter also allowed us to compute the DA white dwarf formation rate.
We next used our Monte Carlo population synthesis code to simulate the popu-
lation of single DA white dwarfs in the direction of the Galactic Anti-center, under
several sets of assumptions. We applied the LSS-GAC selection criteria over the syn-
thetic populations, also taking into account the observational biases. This procedure
allowed us to perform a meaningful comparison between the observed and simulated
functions. We found that our simulations of the white dwarf luminosity function are
in good agreement with the observed luminosity function, however all the scenarios
analyzed so far fail to reproduce the excess of massive white dwarfs identified in the
observed mass function. This led us to the conclusion that a certain percentage of
massive white dwarfs in our Galaxy could be the product of double degenerate merg-
ers, also implying that the merger rate should be larger than currently estimates.
We derived a value of 0.8×10−3 pc−3 for the space density and 5.4 × 10−13 pc−3
yr−1 for the formation rate of DA white dwarfs.
We also revisited the halo white dwarf luminosity function, using our updated
population synthesis code and employing recent and reliable cooling sequences for
metal-poor progenitors. By performing an accurate modeling of observational bi-
ases, we analyzed the information that can be extracted from the currently available
observational sample of halo white dwarfs. Our findings show that the shape of the
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hot branch of the halo white dwarf luminosity function is insensitive to different
assumptions for the initial mass function and different density profiles for the halo.
We also showed that assuming a fraction of unresolved binaries does not produce any
noticeable change in the luminosity function, only a slight reduction of the number of
white dwarfs in the brightest bins. Given that the cut-off of the observed luminosity
function has not yet been determined, we can only place a lower limit of 12.5 Gyr
on the age of the halo population.
Due to the reduced size of the current observational sample of halo white dwarfs,
we cannot obtain definite conclusions about the effectiveness of the recently com-
puted white dwarf cooling sequences which incorporate residual hydrogen burning.
We have, however, shown that the determination for the hot branch of this lumi-
nosity function is robust and insensitive to most relevant inputs parameters, thus
providing a reliable way of measuring the cooling rate of hot white dwarfs originating
from low metallicity progenitors.
We performed as well a population synthesis study of white dwarf-main sequence
(WD+MS) binaries in the Galactic disk with the aim of constraining the properties
of the initial mass ratio distribution (IMRD) of main sequence binaries, which is a
crucial parameter for understanding the evolution of stars in binary systems. We
produce a detailed set of Monte Carlo simulations of the WD+MS binary population
observed by the SDSS using different initial shapes of the IMRD and taking into
account all observational biases.
We showed not only that our simulations reproduce well the observed parameter
distributions, but also that we are able to exclude all increasing laws for the IMRD.
We also demonstrated that a common envelope efficiently parameter value of ∼ 0.3
is compatible with the observed sample of WD+MS binaries, confirming previous
findings from the study of post-common envelope binaries.
In short, stellar population synthesis applied to the populations of white dwarfs
has proven to be a powerful tool for extracting indirect information about the for-
mation and evolution of stellar populations in our Galaxy. Nevertheless, some of the
work described in this thesis was limited by the sample size and it could very well
be repeated with presumably better results, once larger samples are made available.
This is particularly valid for the sample of white dwarfs from the LSS-GAC, which
was based only on the first data release of this survey, that is designed to run for
five years in total, and it is also true for the currently available sample of halo white
dwarfs, which is expected to increase in future years with the advent of space-born
missions such as Gaia.
The code and methods shown in this thesis can also be used for analyzing the
double degenerate population in our Galaxy, which is of special interest because
they constitute one of the favorite progenitor scenarios for Type Ia supernovae. In
this sense, we have ongoing work in computing the delay type distribution for several
subpopulations of double degenerate binaries and also the study of common envelope
parametrization and other relevant population input parameters needed to correctly
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model the population. Among them we mention those that are related to binarity,
because they play a key role in the understanding of several current astrophysical
problems.
Appendix A
The 1/Vmax method
The Schmidt estimator, also know as the 1/Vmax method, was first suggested by
Schmidt (1968), for the study of the space distribution of the quasar population, and
later generalized by Felten (1976), who introduced the dependence on the direction of
the sample (essential for non-uniformly distributed samples) and also demonstrated
that the estimator is unbiased. This method is nowadays widely used for computing
the observed white dwarf luminosity function for magnitude and proper motion-
limited samples (Liebert et al., 1988, 2005a; Harris et al., 2006; De Gennaro et al.,
2008; Hu et al., 2007; Rebassa-Mansergas et al., 2015).
Next we describe our standard procedure for applying the 1/Vmax method for a
magnitude and proper motion-limited sample (Garc´ıa-Berro et al., 2004). For each
synthetic sample, the maximum and minimum distances over which any star can
contribute are:
rmax = min
[
pi−1(µ/µmin);pi
−1100.2(mmax−m)
]
(A.1)
rmin = max
[
pi−1(µ/µmax);pi
−1100.2(mmin−m)
]
(A.2)
where: pi is the parallax, µ the proper motion, with µmin and µmax the lower and
upper proper motion limits for the sample, and m the apparent magnitude, with
mmin and mmax the magnitude limits of the sample. Thus, the maximum volume
that a star can contribute is:
Vmax =
Ω
3
(r3max − r3min) (A.3)
where Ω is the solid angle covered by the survey.
In the case of the Galactic disk, for which the stars are not spherically distributed,
we must implement an additional correction to this relation, exp(−z/H), where z is
the elevation of each star with respect to the Galactic plane and H the specific scale
height of the disk. Fleming et al. (1986) showed that assuming different scale heights
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has a significant impact only on the hot and more luminous end of the luminosity
function.
Every star contributes to the local space density n with 1/Vmax:
n =
Nobj∑
i=1
1
Vmaxi
(A.4)
and the effective volume of the sample is then:
Veff =
Nobj
n
(A.5)
The uncertainty associated with the contribution of each star in the sample is
assumed to be equal to the value of the contribution itself (Liebert et al., 1988). The
error for every bin of the luminosity function will then be (Boyle, 1989):
σ =
[
nbin∑
i=1
(
1
Vmaxi
)2]1/2
(A.6)
Liebert et al. (1988) warn that one should not necessarily expect the overall error
to improve with the number of stars per bin, because the partial contribution of a
single star to the uncertainty in that bin can be far larger than that of all the other
stars, especially if the partial volume contribution of that star is very small, as is the
case of nearby stars with small proper motions (Leggett et al., 1998).
Equation 4.1 (used in Chapter 4) offers a more thorough procedure for com-
puting the total maximum volume corresponding to each star as the sum over all
the individual maximum volumes obtained from each spectrograph (Hu et al., 2007;
Limoges & Bergeron, 2010). This method also takes into account possible overlaps
between the observed volumes of two or more spectrographs. In such cases, we only
take into account the overlapping region with the largest volume, computed between
the smallest lower magnitude limit and the highest upper magnitude limit for the
overlapping spectrographs (Liebert et al., 2005a).
The advantages of the 1/Vmax method, that also justify its popularity, mostly
reside in the fact that it is a non-parametric and non-biased estimator, that can be
applied following a relatively simple procedure, as previously described. For a large
enough sample and when observational biases are properly accounted for, the 1/Vmax
estimator provides a good characterization of the white dwarf luminosity function,
also correctly recovering the position of the cut-off (Geijo et al., 2006). This method
also offers a way to measure sample completeness by computing the mean 〈V/Vmax〉,
dividing the actual volume of the sample by the estimated maximum volume. For a
complete sample, we would expect this ratio to be ∼ 0.5 (Leggett et al., 1998).
However, a series of potential drawbacks or at least caveats must be taken into
account. The method requires the sample to be both complete and homogeneous
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(Takeuchi et al., 2000). It is known to underestimate the white dwarf density for
moderately high luminosities and it is also sensitive to how data is binned, finer
binning giving more reliable results (Geijo et al., 2006). Also, the above described
method for assigning error bars tends to underestimate errors for the bright bins
down to one order of magnitude and an alternative that uses Poissonian statistics
should be considered in order to correct this (Liebert et al., 1988).
As alternatives to using the 1/Vmax estimator we recall the C
− method, the STY
method and the Choloniewski method – see Geijo et al. 2006 and Torres et al. 2007
for a comparison and a discussion on their statistical significance, overall effects
and inherent biases. As a final note, we emphasize that these authours find that
the Choloniewski method in particular, is more robust when dealing with possible
sample incompletenesses, performing better than the 1/Vmax method in recovering
the overall density of white dwarfs, but it fails to reproduce the exact location of the
cut-off in the white dwarf luminosity function.
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